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possible operator variability, Highly repeatable and
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Moore has been designing and proclucing
high quality, reliable gaging systems for
more than 50 "ears.
MOOIlE
Moore's U. S. operations provides over
1,000 employees and a 375,000 sq. {1;
manufacturing facility, .full engineering
services, plus-additional operations worldwide .
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.MOO.1l1 11;,11...,,1111."ro"lc.
Moore's Gaging Division draws on the
technical ski1ls {md experiencce of ,the
Moore' Products:Co., Instruments:and
Controls Division, which produces
state-of·the--art oomputer,systems
and soHwalie for process c-ontro.f.
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'Our family of
gear machines,
shares a name-

Sophisticated cutting
mechanisms give you
high productivity for

and a whole
lot more.

Get high precision gears
to 1meter-with
our gear hobbers-fast.

-up

gear shaping needs up
to 1 meter diameter,

Cut gears up to 450 mm
fast, with simple set up
and conversational
programming on our
gear shavers.

Our highly precise
grinders give you gears
that meet the highest
world-class standards.

The most complete family of gear cutting machines
~ Mitsubishi
share
a e Miusu·b'h"'h'
IS I mac, me construction,
.. s ..
software. and common controls. For the fastest
CNC learning curves and the highest quality gears,
contact your Mitsubishi representative today .
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The Politics of Denial

cA

good

many

ative commercial,
over-analysis.

bother

the endless

But wharbothers

about the coming

election

I'm writing

(when

things

me

about
election
years-the
annoying sound bites, the neg-

I

include

government

little or no

in the movie
bigger

peak

"Alien."

and

bigger

spending

that as baby boomers

debt.

With yearly deficits, sometime smalllarger, this debt i like the

growing

saving

begin

years,

to magically

According

these

increases

savings

demand

and bringcatastrophe

will soak up the gains andthen

eems to want to say !hat-,not

large

of interest
part

grams,

payments,

by our

remains

Politicians

a political

But

savings, rising

and Medicaid

For everyextra

rail."

some.

will cost more

dime saved, thegovernconsequences

Tile main culprit ill these scenarios
that mass of "entitlements,"

economics is a complicated
business, but certain conclusions
are
dear. In the July l issue of Forbes, a I:it-

not ennrely,
and

Ile chart illustrates

agiant Ponzi scheme where we're using

Deficit

the inevitable
already

Medicaid)

committed

course

committed,

Social

which

payments.

(almost

15% of

everyone's

get is "discretionary

ers believe are going to their retirement

up

thing else is taken
and interest.

Every-

interest

6.4%

income (everything

for

discretionary

else).

The Forbes chart shows
disturbing

numbers.

spending

accounted

Gross

Domestic

budget
"balance"

our

Product

leaders

some other

III 1995 government
for 21.7%
have

our

The

to

Social

gener-

present

Security

board in Florida

of a future 'economy

to

thai people, regardless
need, get back many

many times what they put into the Social

to

I

Security

system

and far more thanthey

would get from the same money

farther into the future. By 201.() It will be

oilier investment?

back up to 24.6%

where

of the GDP. and by

recipe for guaranteed

and the vagaries

of their economic

to

III

ational warfare. At arne point, tho e two

geezers

to a

by 2002,. it will be down

the

less.

This is
,

pay back these loans.

18.5% .. So far so good, but loo~ a ,little

possibly

money, and it's left '10 the next generation

Is it reasonable

promised

I

which taxpay-

obligations

present

of our

Thanks

present

within

I

will go to entitlements and

and

meet.

retirees.

win

read this way: 93.6% of the 110TAL federal budget

our

Unchanged,

fumre taxpayers, burdened wi.th responsibilities for their own families and what"surplus" is "loaned" to the Treasury to ' ever other taxes they will have to pay,
will say, "Enough!' 1 won't 'lake it any
reduce each year's deficit The Social
Security system receives [OUs for this
more! I'm not paying forthese old
to

with entitlements

By 2030, the numbers

total earnings),

reality.

next generation or two. In .1960 there
were 5.] taxpaying workers 'to support
every retiree. By 2040 there will be 2, or

we are already

to paying out. We've created

the current

of it.

com e could lead to disaster

Medicare

Right now only 18% of the federal budspending."

face

(mostly, but

Security.

living with the

But soon we'll have no option but to

is

about a stale of denial,

weare

money,. and now we're

In

meet its obligations.

lauch them at their peril. Talk

to which

I

to the

ment wiU have to borrow 76 cents

pro-

"third

Stnre'11S011

billion in 1995 to $376 billion in 2005.

in

caused

Rz.krn [mis

and more, pushing the deficit from $164

in an elec-

"entitlements"

COWS ltl1CfS.··

for health care among the aging

Medicare

tion year. Our debt and its accompanying
burden

b~wr~rtf l

,Jow", to a
I·

Week, while

billion to annual personal

to our society,

s'its

will add $27.5

country, sucking the insides out of our trea-

running for national office

fitter.

win

fix themselves.

15 issue of Business

July

our

numbers

sury, and one day, I fear, it wit] burst forth
BUI no one

=:

age and enter their
these

thai's at false promise.

It keeps
inside

sooser or

In 2030, the federal deficit alone WIll be
18.5% of the GDP; (up from only 2%
now), and of this 10.7% will be interest.
Some optimistic scenarios
suggest

er, sometimes
creature

that states

their

remains u~changedfor th~ next 35

issues of the next thirty years-

our growing

:u %

assuming

me most

talk about what is one of the most criticaJ
national

the additional

take,

··e~bob.

take

[lumbers don't

will

is this: So far

there's

government

political

this, it's admiuedly

early in the campaign)

2030, the total federal

will be 37.3%. Andthese

people

ill

any

We've created a myth
are

"entitled"

to

tbJis

to sit around

and play shuffle-

while I work three jobs

to keep a roof over my head."

At the

same

under-

Lime, the "old

standably

geezers."

enough, will fight to keep their

"entitlement

.. coming.

It's

not rocket

cience to figure out what that. win mean.
for any sense of national

unity,

But the scenario gets even worse. We
already

have

very liltle left over
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meeting current obligations to do the other

government to do,

things we expect our

ment spending?

the world, care
and educate

grandchildren.

And as

the time to send a message

I

ton. Sometimes

to Washing-

what

wonder

the point

is. Messages

were sent in 1992 and 1994,

and it didn't

seem to make any differ-

ence. Our elected

are still "fix-

leaders

by putting

ing" the problem

Band-Aids

again
both

confronted

writing

with

presidential

candidate

announcement
Security

Ultimately

promising
hours of the
of

part

Social

in five years,

democracies

(he governments

tend

of men and women

won't confront

the hard questions

coming

maybe

years,
them

minor

it's

who
of' the

because

we

not to, ~t's frustrating

when the candidates

try to buy the elec-

tID: cuts, cheap temporary

fixes and denial, mixed
statements

to get

they deserve ..Ifwe have

a government

tion with

of

wrong with this picture?

encourage

We use the latest grinding wheel
technologies snd all 'electronic
IReishauergea r grinders to reduce
C)'\:letimes wit haul sacrificing quality.

that

win be bankrupt

What's

this. we're

the insanity

tID: cuts within twenry-four

with polarizing

and demonization

Fixingtbe

of the oppo-

mess
it's not impo sible. Wt

deficit/entitlements

mean,

however •. accepting

oW' own and other people's

Our parents
their

parents

children.

and grandparents

for generations

did

and

it. It

to them to do anything

else. We can and must do ilt too. A country burdened

with

continuing

low savings ratesand
tion

will

not

deficit

,

an aging popula-

remain

economically

heallhy or politically streag.
We owe it to oursel ves, our past and our
future Itoget the debt under control; to ourselve .because most of us will still be alive
when the system starts to unravel; to our

past

because it wasthe

self-denial and the

dream of our ance tors for us that have
brought us jhe greatne sand prosperity
we're squandering away; and to our children because

every

day that we delay

means more of the bill falls to them to pay,
nor fair, especial-

And that is neitherright,

ly when they never agreed to accept the

Our ground spur and helical 'gears:

sition.

obligation in the first place, and when it's

• Result in less scrap and inspection
time to redue,e costs and production
delays
.

public discourse have become aberrations.

still within 0111: power
much of the burden,

'it

Meet your most demandingl require..

ments for rug her loads. faster speeds
and quieter operation

Compromise
seem to have become a crime, and decency and civility in

P.wity has beeome

more importantlhan

progress. On the other hand, if we don't
demand

omething

else, 'then that's what

• N~rsacrifice
quality and are
manufactured to AG MA Class 15
with crowning

we'll get from Washington ..

More than 80% of our customers are
Fortune S{lO companies. Let IUS quote
on your next ground gear requi~ement
and you'll
why.

mean-islhis:

see

IFAX: (716) 87~9003
941 Military IRoad• Buffalo, NY 1'4217'
1iEL: 016) 87+3131

to relieve

Acting responsibly

to con-

is an issue about which reason-

problem

SPECIAlISTS

There's

110

better time than an election

year to remind ourselves and our elected

(not just the other guy's, bul, all of ours) is

officlals that the real issue confronting

not. a political. "tbiRi rail"; failing to do so

is not just "character"

should be, "If you can't
tell thetruth and put the long-term good of

providing

the leadership

crippling

debt and enable us to become

is. The message

inter-

the ltind of country

ests of yourself, your partyandthe

influ-

be in the next century.

ential special

we'll

the country ahead of the short-term
interest groups,.lhen

or "values,"

!he problem,

only we, through

ed officials,

can balance

we can and want to
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manner

elect-
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arid

fiscal-

in our personal

Michael

us
it's

to deal. with our

is often part of

outflow of funds, We must. act in
CIRCLE 135 or CALL 11-800-34Il"U6{) .19135

But we can't

put off the question any longer.

Irolthe deficit and deal with "entitlements"

While "government"
IGRO UNO' GEAR

of

The exact means we use to solve the deb:
able people may disagree.

The mes age we have to send-and

them

I, for one, don't have all the answers.

find someone who wilL"

8:

some

pain for the sake of long-term
ga:in; sacrificing
omeper
anal benefits
for the sake of thegeneral good; doing
without present pleasures for the sake of
short-term

never occurred

on our fi cal internal bleeding,
At tile lime I'm

when the question is govern-

won't be easy, but
will

It's a cliche to say that election year is

Then you'~ newl heard of Niagara Gear:

we
I as

responsible

of leadersru.pin

time goes on, we'll have less and less.

Unheard of?

and in our busine

position

our ehildrenand

Ground gears,with the quality you
demand for dose-tolerance applications
plus the tumaround you expect
from con~ntional manufacturing.,

es. Shouldn't

in ist that our representatives be ju

such as provide for defense, maintain our
for our phy ica1 lntrasuucmre

When quality and
time' alre c,riticali.

live

_

Goldstein,

Publi her & Editor-in-Chief
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THE NEXT GENERATION
~~'~~~
iDI~G MA@IHE

More than a century's experience of world class machine tool design and
manufacture has led to the creation of the next generation TG350E
CNC Thread Grinding machine from Holroyd.

An outstandingly versatile and flexible machine, the TG350E can grind
a wide range of helical forms, from low quantity prototypes to high
volume production, with fast and efficient changeover between jobs.
•

User·friendly,

with simple touch screen contTols.

•

New and powerlul profile management software ensures coruistent accurate
profile grinding to microns.
scanning probe for 'in process' closed loop measurement
elements and ,automatic correctioo.
Digital

•

of all key

Hardware and programming set up time reduced to a minimum.

• H)'dTosta.tic bearings for incn~a:sed s·cif[ness {or closer infeed control and higheT
,accuracy.
•

Workhead

controlled

by a high 'resolution AC digital sewo s)'stem through

a

DIN 2 Standard Holroyd duplex ,wonn & wheel. Position feedback is a direct
mmcnted optical enooder.
•

45kW grinding spindle motO'T.

•

Slant bed design gives dIe TG350E a gTl!ater adtrantage in absol'bingcutting
force.s and provides essential stability beyond conventional grinding machines.

Holroyd is much more than simply another supplier of specialized
machinery and components ~ it's customers receive a total service, thu
ensuring that they take full advantage of Holroyd's unmatched we lth of
application engineering knowledge,

,y,U To.
f..,~ :q'V\.a~

+
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~.O~
C
.... ~ - :\\.;,,'Q
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D ~~'t~

.4)

R l!Q\J"\~
Inti. HeaCiquarters:HatbOtJr Lane North. Milnrow, Rochdale QLl6 3la. England
Telephone: (44) 01706526590 Telex: 635772 Holryd G Fax: (44) 01706 353350

USA Office: RlH Asaociates, Inc., P.O. Box 807.3302 Hwy. 74 West Unit C, Monroe, NC 28111
Telephone: (704) 282-4895 Fax: (704) 289-9147
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IMT.S,SHOWCO,VERA.GE

_

The gear lover's guide to "de show," plus native dishes, language lessons,
amazing tactoidsand other bits about our kind of town.

ICHICAGO'S

an appropriate place for the largest machine tool show ill Nonh America. After all, the civic man/ra here
for nearly a hundred years has been 10 "make no small plans." 8uI bigness has irs downside. When you're in/own for only a
ftml days and have tJ /01 of ground 10 cover, you have 10 zero in all. the essentials.
Thai's where ,the intrepid Gear Technology staff comes in. We 'lie spent months, weeks-well, half a day, anywa~pickiJ!g
out the good slUff. Whatfollows is our exclusive gear lover's guide to McCormick Place and beyond.
-

4-] W, '9 am until 6 pm daily
(except Sunday .•Sept. 8. from 10 am until 4 pm)

Wbo: 1,300 exhibitors 'occupying 1.1 million sq. ft. of
exhibit space and an expected 100.000+ auenders,
IRegistration: (BOO) 322-IMTS.
-

--

-

--------

-----

-

-

-

---

Sponsored by 8ME. Manufacturl'1Ig'96 is at conference on
various manufacl'uring topic-s. Gear industry attenders won't
want (0 miss the following clinics:
• Pundamemals of Gear MIU1Ufactu~ng, Sept 9.
• Coordinate Measurement Systems Fundamental.
Sept 4.
• Failure Analy L of Tool Steel Components, Sept. 4..
• Fundamentals of Coatings for Cutting Tool ,Sept. 6.
Many other clinics and tutorials areavailable, For prices
and registration information, call SME Customer Service
Center, (800) 733-4763. Registration for Manufacturing '96
include admi ion to IMTS 96.

ttl MILES OF ICARPETING
1!1 COVER THE AISLES.
~ootbaUJieldS

"Hilt

of

TO
exhif}il space.

ON fOUNP5 Of roUlfMfNT ANDHATfKIA15ON LOCAnON.

~90million

will be pent by lMTS
visitors on meals, rooms,
tran portation and services.

------------

This i a polyglot ~OWlJj. You call hear a1mosl any language
poken on the planet (and a few from I ewhere) in some
Chicago neighborhood. But we at 0 have OUl" OW,II take on
Engli h. Here are a few important words and phra e to make
you bilingual here.
.' Please, the name is "Chi-caw-go." Saying "Chi-ca-go"
or, worse, "She-ca-ga" is like stamping "out-of-towner" on

Wben: Sept.

-

-

your forehead.

• You may drink "soda" elsewhere, but here we <look "pop."
.' Chicago kids dOn't wear "sfl:eak.ors."1hey wear "gym Shoes."
• Out-of-towners, '[he upscale folks in Lincoln Park and
the intellectuals at me U ..of C. all say, "he aid." The rest of
us Grabowski say. "be goes."
.' When a native talks to you about "a hunnen" of anything. be means "a hundred."
• "Da Mare" or "Hizzoner"
is Richard M. Daley, the
mayor. In other (Owns, mayors and their friends and associates have "pull." Here they have "clout." lout may be the
most important word in Chicago-esc.
with the possible
exception of "Michael Jordan."

Below isa list oli gear-related booth you won't want 10
miss. Gear Technology adverti ers are hown in bold ..
Your first stop should be the Gear Oenerating Pavilion. 3.
space in the North Building, Upper Level, devnted exelu ively to gear generating equipment.
Gear Pavilion-North Building, Upper Level
BI-6967 American Pfau'ter/Pfaut,er-Mall.g
CuUing
Tools. Dry bobbing machines. form grinders, gear measuring
machines, gear shaving machines. hobs, shaper cutlers, :form
cutters, rack cutter , thin film coatings,
BI ..699'1 Vermont USA Machine Tool Group. Fellows Corp,
(geas haper), Bryant Grinder (grinding machine ), J&L
Metrology (optical inspection) and Jone & Lams n (lathe ).
SEPTEMBERIOCTQBUI
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USA

AUSTRALIA

8ELGIUM

GERMANY

JA.PAN

ENGLAND

WORLO"S LARGESTS,UPPLIER
Q,F
INDUCTI'O'N HEATING EaU1ilPMEINT
RECOG.NIZ,ED

WORLDWID!E,

[INDUCTOHEAT
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PUTER CONTROL

CAPABILITIES

AND ENGINEERING,
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KNOW-HOW

STATE-OF-THE-ART

BEFo.RE

..

CASE HARDENING

I'NDUCTION

..

CONTOUR

HA.RDENING

TALK TO. [NDUCTOHEAT,

HARDENING.

WORLD L·EADER IN INDUCTION

...

THROUGH'

A

..

TEMPERING

HEATING

..

STRESS

..

PAINT

YOU RECEIVE

SOLUTION.

vou

ANNEALING

..

COM-

'ORDER

HEATING

YOUR
SYSTEM,
THE

HEATI NG T,ECHNOLOGY .

RELIEVING

DRYING

1-:8,00,·&,24-'6,297
WORL.D H·EADQUART,ERS

THROUGH THEIR' INTERNATIONAL

..

BRAZING

MADISON

HEIGHl"$,

MICHIGAN,

USA

18101585-9393
,8101589-1062

PHOt,lE

ENG,INEERING

NETWORK

AND'

..

BONDING.

FAX

LAB'ORATO-

..

SHRINK

!RIES,. IN'DUCTOHEATPROVID.ES

..

WIR'E HEATING

THE MOST ADVANCED

..

STRIP

..

!BAR 'HEATING

..

BILLET

IN-HOUSE

TEST

TION TECHNOLOGY

INDUC-

TO THE·IR

CUSTOMERS.

FliTTING

HEATING

HEATING

~IMTS961

ViQ The INTfJ1.NIT
http://www.inducto.heat.com

N!B'UCTOHEAT

BOOrJ'HI #B1 ~477
BRAZIL

F R A

C E

I N D [ A

SCOTLAND

or e-mail
Info@induCloheal.com
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REA

TAIWAN
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Bl-7]45 Mitts & Merrill L.P. Keysearing machines.
BI·7148 Reishauer Corp. Gear grinding machines,
dressing attachments,
BI-7157 Koepfer America. Gear bobbing machinery,
Bl·7158 Star Cutter Co. Tool & cutter grinders, hobs,
shaper cutters, gun drills, pressure coolant reamers, milling
cutters. thin film coatings. plated products. grinding wheels &
dressers, carbide pre-form blanks.

Ny'e Rh,eo!lube' anAL solves performance
problems. Designed for a high-load. high-RPM planetary gear,
it boosted gear set life from 20,000 to 50,000 cycles-a more
than twofold increase. Suitable for temperatures as low as
-40Co and fortified with special wear; oxidation and corrosion
inhibitors. Nye Rheolube 377AL is just one of the many svnthetic lubricants Nye designs for lubec-fur-lite gearing applications. From motors in household appliances. to power tool gear
trains. to A8S systems and superchargers, get the performance
edge with Nye. Call. 18K. Or write for data and samples.

The new 5·axis CNC universal
demonstrated by Star Cutter Co.

e

tool and culler grinder will be

N T

® PO Ba~ 8927
N. ew Bedford.. MA 0274.2·8927
Pha ne: !508·996·6121i
5
Fax: 508·997·5285

BI-7170 The Gleason Works. Dry hob bing machines.
hypoid cutting machines, large bevel gear cutting machines,
shaving machines, honing machines, helical gear grinders,
tooling. workholding and a PC-based knowledge system,

Powerful

inspection

packages

from

industry's best selection of sofrware

s

the

Pentium®

technology • Exclusive GearNet® networking
for multiple-machine

installations and

remote on-line analysis.

Tile Gleason Works will demonstrate dry hobbing and its new PCbased knowledge system on its PHOENIX 125GH bobbing machine.

81·7176 Liebherr Am.eric.aJSigma Pool. Dry bobbing
machines, gear shaping machines, gear inspection & testing
equipment

CIRCLE

140 or call 1·800-340-1160

x91,40
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Whatever hypoid spiral bevel gear
gecmeby you must produce - regrudless of
mine systems and methods - youcan
!JOCeSS it with versatile, reliable
()a1.ij(on equipment.
SIMTS 96

For more information on our range of eNC
spiral bevel cutting, lapping, and generating
mines, cootact Uebherr-America
1465 Woodland Drive' Saline, MI 48176
313 ~4ft ~7225.
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Other Important exhibits of interest to gear [overs are
found throughout McCormick Place.
North Building-Upper Level
B2-6306 Kckusai Inc. Honing machines.
8]-6477 [nductoheat, Inc, Induction heat treating systems.
B2-6535 Balzers Too,l Coating, Inc. TiN, Ti.AIN, TiCN
and other thin-film tool coatings,
81-6935 JRM International. Oeburring machines, grinding
machines, honing machines, milling machines and part marking systems.
B2~7060 Schunk Inc, Chucks, arbors, clamping blocks,
vacuum components. expansion units. grippers and accessories.
B '1-7114 American Wera. Chamfering, gea:r generating.
shapilng and turning machines.
B] -7]25 Edgetek Machine Corp .. High efficiency deep
grinding machines.
B2-1200 LMT -Fette, Inc. Solid carbide gash hobs, heavy
duty roughing hobs and hobs with indexable carbide inserts.
B 1-733,5 Sunnen Products Co, Honing machines.
Bl~7489 Nationa.1 Broach & Machine Co. Broaching
machines, grinding machines, bobbing machines, honing
machines, inspection equipment, shaping machines, shaving
machine, spline rolling machines and cutting tools.
North BUilding-Lower Level
C 1-5007 Charmilles Technologies Corporation. HOM
machines & tooting.
Cl-5407 Agie USA Ltd. EDM machines and tooling.
East Building-Upper Level
D2-4254 Mitsllbishil Machine Tool. Hobbing machines,
hobbinglfmish rolling machiaes, gear shaving m_achines, high
speed drilling machines.
D2-43S8 WMW MacbJnery Company. TOS Celakovice
Gear Hobbing machines, Mikromat wonn and thread grinders
and other machine tools.

leCOUNT. Inc.
12DlwittDr.,

PO"'.

White River Jet. YT Til. I_IIG.Q13

FaiJI.(81121296-6843

'CIRCUS H2 or call1.eQO.,34G-'1160

So easy to Use -and

x9112

it's an industry standard

• No part programming

required • Single

page reponing gives you allthe facts at a
glance with four charts on one sheet.

The TOS CeJako\lice

OFA 32 R hobbing

machine

will be shown

by

WMW Machi!!ery Company.
D2-4359 Carl Zeiss, Inc.• lnduslrial Measuring Technology
Division, High precision inspection and measuremenl. equipment

CIRCLE 140 or cell 1-8OO-3A0-11 1 160 119,1140
JUlYlA.UOUST

use

1~5

Shave The Time On Shave Cutter Delivery
National BtoecbNow Has

ith the latest in CNC equipment and manufacturing processes, all
of which are controlled in-house, along with
fun CNe inspection capability, your shave cutter demands can be met
with the National Broach ESP (Express Service Processing). ESP deliveries on new Shave Cutters are shipped within 4 weeks or you can use our
standard quick 6-8 w:eek delivery service. Standard turnaround on reconditioned Shave Cutters are only 7-10 days.. ESP service is also available
on reconditionedtools,

W

Along with the fastest deliveries available, National Broach stands ready
to. meet your needs with experience, application assistance, engineering,
training, full customer support and cost effective tools ..
To. fulfill your needs ... call the company with the best delivery! ... contact
our Shave Cutter Department for immediate assistance.
CIRCl'E 114 or 1:8:11 1-800.340-1160 x911!4

National Broach'" Machine ,Co.
Tile Leader In Gear Shaving Technology
17500 Twenty-Three, Mile Road Macomb, Michigan 48044
Phone:. 810.-263·0.10.0. Fax: 810-263-4571

.IIMTS SHOW COVERAGIE
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Dl~4385 Ikegai America Corporation.
machines and hob sharpening machines.

•
Gear hobbing

SPIIRAL BIEVEL GEARS,

Spiral & Straight IBevel Geal' Manufacturing.
Commercial to aircraft quality gearing.
Spur. helical. splined shafts. internal & external!.
shaved & ,groundgears. Sp,ira'i bevel girinding.
Mil-I-45208 -IMil·STlD·45662, SPC

MllJWESt
lkegai America will illlroduce the SX-15 high-speed gear bobber.

D14619 Brown & Sharpe Mfg. Co., Custom Metrology
Division .. High precision inspection and measurement
equipment.
Dl-4633 Giddings & Lewis, Sheffield Measurement Div.
H.igh precision inspection and measurement equipment.
DI-4700 Deckel-Maho-Gildemeister America. Universal
machining centers, lathes. turning centers.
East Building-Middle Level
iEl-2429 ClMNET/JNL Industries. Shop management & SPC
software.
Ell-25M Indramat Division, Rexroth Corporation. Motion
control systems.
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ICONIACT:

'CRAIG ilJ. RIJSS
(a1O) 776·7580
FAX (810) T16·2322

Bllllllt.INC.
26069 Groesbeck Hwy.
Warren, MI48089

'el ReI-'E 113 or call 1-800.340-1160 )1;9113

Accuracy traceable to NIST·
(six sigma) to sub-micron

Repeatability
levels • True

generative index, lead and involute testing

Gmil-iii
_

....

• Bevel.gear pmcess control packages

lndrWnalllC s."""

-Precise four-axis flexibility.

Indramat introduces a Windows-based program for analyzing
machine requirements and selecting motion control components for
best performance.

EI-2640 Ingersoll Cutt.ing Tool Company. Milling cutters
and other cutting tools,

"THE METROLOGY AND MOTION ProP/..£"

CIRCLE 1140 or call1·eOO·34Q..1160

119140'
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MDdeJ GHB-~6FP
Fine Pitc'h
'Gear Hobber
$46.996

Model GHM 1~5·3.'5
Gear Honing Machine
$27,995'
,(Reduced)

Model 1'2 SLOT
Siotter

K'Byway 8: Spline

$9,995,

IReduced)

CI RCL:E 111 or call 1-80·0-340.1160
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Chicago's been about doing business since Jean Baptiste
DuSaible dealt in beaver pelts from his outpost at the mouth of
the Chicago River, It's been about feeding the visitors since
he diversified by adding a smokehouse and a vegetable gardenio his holdings. Now Chicago has nearly 10,000 restaurants, and if you can't find something you like to eat, .it's
because you're not trying very bard.
As part of our mission to cut to the IMTS chase, we've
sent our resident insider, gourmand, barfly and expert on all
things Chicago, Louie "Da Lizzard," to report on the best
places to eat, so you can devote your attention to the important.things, like buying and selling gear equipment.
Likeeverythlng else about Louie,his !:ist is unique. Most
of the places here are not "hot." With few exceptions, you
won't see movie stars or even aldermen with diamond pinky
rings. These restaurants are about food, not glitz. The only
criterion for inclusion is that the eatery has appeared on
Louie's gastronomic radar in a positive light So after you've
fulfilled YOIU promises to. bring home T-shirts and menus
from places belonging to. sports mega-legends, check out the
following: They're among the spots where tbe natives eat
The 8ergboff. 17 W. Adams. 312427-3170. In the heart
of The Loop, The Berghoff has been feeding the burghers of
the city since shortly after the 1871 fire, and the ambience
reflects a bustling Old Chicago of an earlier time. Reasonably
priced, the food can. best be described as Midwest/German.
Louie's informant swears by the sauerbraten, the flourless
chocolate cake and the private label dark beer, Warning: It's
tempting to begin by scarfing down all the complimentary rye
bread on your tab le with a mug of that beer. Careful or you
won't have room for your entree.
The Parthenon. 314 S. Halsted. 312-226-3377. West of
The Loop in Greektown,
a fairly short cab ride from
McCormick Place. Lively atmosphere. Ohpa! and all that.
Great lamb dishes, Louie says the spanakopita (spinach pie)'
is also fairly wonderful. One of his cronies always orders skordalia (8. veggie and bread dip made of mashed potatoes, garlic
and olive oil-trust
Louie. this tastes much better than it
sounds) and the octopus salad. Good value for your money.
Morton's-The
StealffioDse. 1050 N. State (Newberry
Plaza). 312-226-4820. This is for serious meat-and-potatoes
people. For the most serious of them, there's a 48-oz. double
porterhouse. Also live lobster, daiJy fresh fish choices and

_----IMTS
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salad to keep up with the steak size . Pricey and a bit elegant.
You might. want to take your important clients here. Serves
dinner only and reservations are a good idea. Louie says this
i defInitely a coat-and-tie spot
The 95th. 875 N. Michigan (Top of the John Hancock
Center)'. 312-787-9596. This is the other place you might want
to take the people you most need to impre . Good food elegandy served and an unmatched view of the city, especially at
n:ight..A.nother pol where reservation , a eeat, tie and expen e
accoontare LIl order.
Rosebud Cafe. 1.500 W. Taylor (312-942-1 H7) or 55 E.
Superior (3~2-266-6444). The W. Taylor site is the original
re tanrantin the bean: of what was an old Italian neighborhood and now is near-neighbor to 'the Univer ity of Illinois at
Chicago. It's closer to McConnick Place than its newer incarnation just off glitzy N. Michigan Ave. Italian food for
grownup . Good meat and fish entrees, excellent pasta dishes,
fre h bot breads and an impressive wine list. Another case of
giant paru DS: Louie ays bring a large appetite or prepare to
take away a doggie bag. Rosebud was indeed THE eatery in
tOWD not too many yea.r.> ago. and is sljl.l very popular. especialJy on weekends. Belter make Ire ervations,
Reza' .5255 N. Clark 012-561-1898) or 432 W. Ontario
(312-664-4500). Serves Persian food, wlIich is Greek food
wirh a foreign accent. Several type of meat kebab are good
safe choice. but if you're feeling adventurous, the cornish
hen mothered in pomegranate-walnut sauce is very good.
Some vegetarian i~ems. A bit boisterous, bUI both rooms welcome large partie . lnexpensive by Chicago standards. The
original Reza'
on Clark is a hit of a cab ride from
McCormi.ck Place and rna t hotels. but it' in a marvelous,
funky. multi-ethnic neighborhood, and many people prefer the
atmosphere there. Louie' . gjrlfriend remind ·the women in
your party: Reza's waiters were li ted among the 25 sexiest
Chicagoans in a recent i sue of a local magazine (and this is
without removing their bow tie and black jackets).
La NovUa. 1.232W. Belmont. 312-404-8888. More Italian
food for people who've gone beyond pizza and pasta with red
sauce (although there is very good pizza on the menu). Not as
crowded or upscale as Ro ebud, it has the look and feel of a
friendly neighborhood hang-out Louie and his friends like the
outdoor patio on warm evenings and the free parking behind
the building. Ownerlchef Giovanni Carnaci lakes his cooking
seriously, and hi careful attention shows up all your plate, the
wine li t and the weU-slocked bar.
The Emperor'
'Choice. 2238 S. Welllworth. 312-2258800. Inthe hear! of Chinatown. tms is only a short. cab ride
from McCormick Place. It specializes in Cantonese food.
Seafood choices are .ill specialty. The menu here is extensive
and elaborate, and Louie sugge ts the uninitiated might want
to ask the waiters for advice. Serves both lunch and dinner
and offer a good velue for the dollar. 0
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_ASTER 'GEARS

SPUR
AND
.H'EL#CAL
We've been supplying the gear industry for over 30
years wi,lh reliable SER,VICE and ,QUALITY all ,our
master gears being to,spec.
We are also expert at refurbishing worn or damaged
master gears (for example, the automotive industry).
Every gear we deliver is preeislon ground and backed
by a Parker test ,certificate.
eall to discuss your
requirements with us.

Guaranteed

best, with the only three year

warranty in

me business. Get aU the

faces. Phone 513/859~8273
or .fax 5 I3/859~4452.

.M&M PRECIS.ICN'
SVST:EMS ,Carpat •• t
"THE MErROLOOYAND

MOTION PEOPLE"

CIRCLE 14001' caIi1'-800-34D-U60'x9140
SEPTEI.!BE;F\IOCTOBER
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Spur Gear Tooth Strain
Fired B..Oswalld & IDennis P. lownsend

A-LIl,youl:

Fig. 1 - NASA gear noise rig.

major source ef'helicopter cabin noi e
(which has been measured at over ]00
decibels sound pressure level) is the gearbox. Reduction of this noi e is a NASA
and U.S. Anny goal.
Noise excitation in a transmission is caused by
the load fluctuation as gearteeth enter andleave
me h. The cyelic variation ln the numbers of teeth
carrying {lie load causes a periodic change in the
tooth stiffness and affects the relative position of
the teeth. Any deviation in the angolarposition of
the driven gear from its ideal pesiuon i called the
transmission error. Transmission error arises from
manufacturing and mOllntingerrors
a;nd from
tooth deflection under load.
High-quality gear designs often include modified tooth profiles (tip relief) to minimize transmis ion error. Dudley's Gear Handbook (Ref. 9)
providesformnlas for "first approximations," of
tip relief based on the load and face width.
Previous studies of' spur gear profile modification
include Refs. 2, 4, 5 and 8. Dynamic train gage
testing was reported in Refs. 6 and 7.
The goal for the research reported in this article was to examine the influence of tooth profile
modification on dynamic tooth train by mean of
controlled tests and to provide a database for further research, Data. presented here include involute (tooth profile) charts for the l.eSI. gears and
time domain plots of' static and dynamic gear
loath bending strain,

Apparatus
Tests were performed on the NASA gear noise
rig (Fig. 1). The rig features a single-mesh gearbox. powered by a 150 kW (200 hp) variable speed
electric motor. An eddy-current dynamometer
loads the output shaft. The gearbox can operate at
speeds up [Q 6,000 rpm. The rig was built 10 carry
out fundamental studies of gear noise and the
dynamic behavior of gear systems. It i de igned
to allow testing of various configuration of gears,
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bearings, dampers and apports, The gearbox is
exrensively instrumented for strain, noise and.
vibration measurement.
A poly- V belt drive was used as a speed
increaser between the motor and input haft. A
soft coupling 0111 the input baft reduce ' tile input
torque fluctuations call ed by non-uniformity of
the belt pliee,
The gearbox oil inlet temperature was maintained at 70 ±loC for these tests. AI the mean temperature of 70°, the viscosity orllle synthetic turbine engine oil (MIL-L-23699B) u ed in the te
is 9.5 centi toke,
Instrumentation.
General purpose. constantan foil. resistance train gages withgage length
0.38 mm (o.mS"), were installed ~nthe tooth-root
fillet'> on both the loaded (tensile) and unloaded
(cempression) side of"two adjacent teeth 011 the
outpul (driven) gear (Fig. 2). To measure maximum tooth bending stress. the gages were placed
at the 30° tangency location (Ref. 1). Two methods of signal condinoniag were used on strain
gage signals: For tatic measurement. a strain
gage (Wheat tone) bridg was used. For dynamic measurements, the strain gages were connected via a slip-ring assembly to con tant-current
!:rain gage amplifier .
An 8-channe[, 12-bil digital data acqui ilion
system was u eelto record the dynamic strain data.
The sample rate was varied from 6.6--50 kHz per
channel to provide 500 -amples per revolutien for
each channel. An optical encoder on the input gear
shaftproduced anuccurute once-per-revolution
pulse. The encoder was adjusted so the leading
edge of its pulse occurred at aknown roll angle of
the gear. This allowed us to determine the roll
angle at any point in the data record.
Test Gears. The test gears. were identical spur
gears (at. 1:1 ratio) machined to master gear
(AGMA Class 15) accuracy. Test gear parameters
are hewn in Table 1. Profile modifications were
cho ento compensare for tooth deflection under
load. No additional aJlowance was made for manufacturing errors, since these errors were not more
than one-tenth of the computed. deflection al. the
nominal load of 71.8 N-m (635 lb-m),
Six different gear profiles (Fig ..3) were tested.
These include an unmodified profile, three combination of linear profile modification (tip refief)
and two different form of parabolic modification.
Linear modification i defined by two parameters:
The amount of modification at the tip and the roll
angle at the start of modification. For parabolic
medification, a third parameter i needed. We
idenlified two form of [hi third parameter: In
type-I parabolic relief ( ee Fig. 3e), the modified

Start of
Contact

Pilch
Point

lligh Point of Single
Tooth, ·ontac!

Gear Set S, Standard Relief

=

Gear Set C.Ugh.! Relief

Gear Set D, Intermediate Relief

:fl~L----=======!lIJ'iPo

12 30' F--,-'r-.-.-.-r-Ir-Ir--r-Ir--Ir--IF'lF'I-r-r-r-r....,.-r....,.....,.-+~""'I,11
Gear Set E, Parabolic Type-I Relief

9

12

Profile Relief. !-1m(in)

21

18

15

27

30

Gear Set F', Parabolic Typc-2 Relief

Table 1 - Tesl,Gear Parameters
Gear Type

tandani,
FuIl-Deplll1)ooth

No. Teeth
Module, mm (Diarnetral Pilch. in-I)

28
3.175 (8)

I Face Width. mm (ill)

6.35 (0.25)

Pressure Angle. deg

20

Theoretical Contact Ratio

F,r;edlIB. IOswa'ld

1.64

Tooth Root. Radius, mm (in)

1.35 (0.053)

Max. Tooth Spacing Error.lJ.m (in)

1.8 (0.00007)

i a ~ tarch trlgineer oJ
NASA. u!4!is Rl'st!arch
Cent!!r, Cleveland. OH:

He is the author of
pgpers on
gearing slIbjt'CfS.
Ill1merol

Max. Profile Error, urn (in)

1.3 (0.00005)

m

profile blends smoothly into the involute trace.
is tangent to the involute at tile start of modifiestion.) Intype-Z parabolic relief (see Fig. 30, the
modified portion of the curve blend ,into tbeedge
break at. the end of the tooth. (It has an infinite
slope al the tip.) These gears were made to the
AGMA Class 15 quality level. Even so, there is
not much apparent difference between the traces
for set E (type-]) and set F (type-2) gears.
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Test Procedure
Static S/l":o.ln, Dala. Strain data was recorded
under static (non-rotating) conditions. Static measurements provide information on load sharing
characteristic of the gear pairs, Strain were
recorded for roll angles from 32° to 10° roll angle
for each tooth. (Note: the strain gages are on the
driven gear. hence contact start . near the tip and
proceeds towards lower roll angles at the root of
'llieloolh.) Readings were taken at torque level
of 57%. 85%. H3% and 142% of the nominal.
torque of 71.8 N-m (635 lb-in) ..
DY.fIOmic Strain Dam. Dynamic strains were
recorded for each of the silt. gear pairs over a
matrix of load-speed test conditions: 4 speeds
(800, 2.000, 4.000'. 6,000 rpm) and torque levels
of 1.6%. 47%, 79%. 110% and 142% of the nominal torque of 7 L8 N-m. (635 lb-io). The data
were then digitally re ampled u ing linear interpolation at I. ,000 samples per revolution and synchronou ly averaged. Time domain synchronou
averaging i a technique now in wide use in gear
diagnostics (see Ref. 3), and was used here to
reduce random "noise" effects (such as torque
fluctuation caused by the belt drive). Its implementation requires at least two channels of dataa'liming igllal plus the data of interest The timing signal provided the resample intervals needed
for exactly one revolution of the gear .
.ResuJts and Dlsenssion
Statlc strain data was collected primarily for
use in an effort to compute normal and frictional
loads between gear teem (see Ref. 1). Fig. 4
shows static strain data from two con ecutive
teeth on gear et B ( tandard "long relief" profiles) taken at tour diffierent torque levels. Static
strain readings were recorded at two-degree
increments, except an extra reading was taken at
21°, which is near the pitch poiru (20.85°).
Comparing readings from the strain gages mounted on adjacent teeth provides all iadication of the
accuracy and consistency of the train gage
installations. For all the gearstesredjhe maximum difference (worst case) i.n mea ured . !.atic
train between the two tensile gages was 4.6%.
The dynamic strain data for the slx test gear
design is shown in Figs. 5-10. These figure
show strain measured by one of the load-side:
gage as sets of parametric curve ,each et for a
single gear design. at II ingle speed, but at several torque levels.
Set A-Unmodified
Gears. The gears designated Set A have essentially a true involute profile
(see Fig. 3) up to me edge break at. about 31° roll
angle. Ref. 4 shows that the transmission error of a
perfect involute gear is zero at 110 load (torque), but

increases with the load. Therefore, we would
expect the e gears 'to show increasing dynamic
action as torque increases. This is indeed the case.
Low-speed measurements (fig. Sa) show very
mooth operadon with linle dynamic excitation.
Tooth contact extends from about 32" to. 10". 1\v0.
pairs of teeth are in contact except in the single
contact zone, which extends from about 22° to. ]8°.
As the speed increased to 2~OOOrpm (Fig. 5b),
dynamic effects become apparent, especially at
the higher torques. A regular pattern of waves can
be seen in the train curves. At 1,000' rpm, one
tooth pitch period occupies about n° of roll
angle (360" divided by 28 teeth). In this span
there are about four cycles of strain. This indicates that the dynamic loading frequency is four
limes the tooth me h frequency, At 4,000 rpm
(Fig. Sc), the dynamic action is much stronger;
and there are two train cycles per tooth pitch. At
6,000 rpm, the dynamic effects are not as strong
and there is no.regular wavepattem,
Set B StandJu;d Relief. The strain data from
Set B gears i hown in Fig. 6. Because of
dynamometer control problems at me time these
data were taken, the highest torque (142%) curve
is missing in Figs. 6a and 6d.
Set B gears have lineae profile modification
(Fig. 3) extending from the higb point of single
tooth contact to ihe tip. Munro calls this "long
relief." (In contrast, "short" relief has II modificalion zone one-half as long.) The amount of relief
at the tooth tip corresponds '10the tooth deflection
expected from atorque [eve] of 115% ofthe nominal 71.8 N-m.
The low speed traces (Fig ..6a) show that the
ingle contact zone is longer than in the Set A
gears, The profile modification has apparently
decreased the contact ratio. At higher speeds
(Figs. 6b to 6d), there was smooth operation near
the design torque, but much rougher operation
away from design torque, especially at highspeed, low-torque conditions. At. 4,'000 rpm and
16% torque. there !IDetwo strain "spikes" at tile
beginning and end oftoolh contact, and the strain
is zero at the pitch point This indicates thai. the
teeth bounce out of contact, AI. 16,10001 rpm and
16% torque, there isa single large strain spike.
This indicates relatively high dynamic loading ..
Set C-Li,g/rt Relief.. The gears from Set C are
similar to Set B except the amount of relief is
much le s, corresponding to the deflection for
70% torque. As would be expected, these gears
operate more moothly at light torque, but with
increased dynamic at higher torques.
Set lJ-IntermeditaeBelu/. Set D gears have
a shorter relief zonethan Sets B or C. Munro in
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1. The proper type and amount of tooth profile
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can significantly reduce dynamic
loads in spur gears, especially fer gears that operate at high speed and under high torque.
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Lubri
·
.U -rication
AIternatrve
Methods for Large
Open Gear Drives
!Dennis A, Laue~. P.E.

D

he type of lubricant and the method of
applying it to the tooth flanks of large
open gears is ve.ry important from the
point of view of lubrication technology
When electing ilie type of
and maintenance.
lubricant and the application method, it is important to check whether it is possible to feed the
required lubricant quantity to the load-carrying
tooth flanks. Thi i necessary to avoid deficient
lubrication. damage to the gear and operational
malfunctions. 1'1 i important [Q determine the type
of lubricant, which may be fluid or grease-like.
The consistency of the lubricant will bavea direct
impact on the ability of the ,lubrication system W
feed adequately the lubricant to, the gear. The
interactions between the common types of lubricant and the lubrication application methods for
open gear drives are shown in F.ig. I.,

Fig..~ - Commontypes of lubrication and ,application methods :ror large gear drives.

_

Single-Pinion D-rive.
Plllnging' Pinion -

..... ..........
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Double-Pinion Drive.
Plunging Pinions .~

_

Basically; there are two types of lubrication for
open gear drives, Continuous lubrication [long leon
lubrication) and intermittent lubrication (total loss
lubrication). With both the e type of lubrication,
several application methods are possible..

Continuous Lubrication
Continuous lubrication means that the lubricant is fed to the friction point (the tooth meshing
zone) without interruption. The lubricant volume
at the load-carrying tooth flank
call vary
between an extremely
high and a minimal
amounr. Continuous lubrication may be provided
by immersion lubrication. Iran fer lubrication
wilha padd1e wheel or circulation lubrication.

Immersien Lubrication
Generally, immersion lubrication i one of the
safest methods of applying a lubricant to an open
gear drive. To function properly the lubricant bath
must remain adequately filled and the gear guard
cover properly sealed to avoid lubricant losse .
Modern fluids, which wereespecially developed
for open gear drivesand whose consistency and
flow behavior were designed pecificaHy for this
application method. increasejhe efficiency of
immersion lubrication considerably.
It is important to know the operational limits
of the e modem fluids to. help avoid critical situations cau ed by ambient temperature extremes.
The safety of the hamer ion lubrication system is
based on the fact that either the pinion or the gear
Single-Pinion Drive.
PluJJgiJJg Gear Rim

is in direct

contact

with the lubricant

(Fig. 2). To ensure
prevent

re ervoir

reliability

and

lubrication, it is irnpo.rt3nl to
eompen ate for lubricant losses from

deficient

regularly
leakage

rim

this system's

or lubricant

discharge

through

the gear

sealing

between

the gear

eals. Inadequate

and, .

guard and the gear rim will result in dust,
clinker, warer, etc. penetrating
bath. The e contaminants
the intcnne
increased
intervals

wil] eventually

hing gear tooth

abrasive

immersion

into the immersion
reach

zone and re lilt in

wear of the ,tooth flanks. The

balhshould

to prevent

be replaced at regular
damage [0 the tooth flanks

cau ed by contamination.
The lubricant

used in, the immersion

should meet the :~o.l1owing requirements

system
10 ensure

Fig•.3 - TnmsfeJ' '(plldd1e.whecl) lubrlcalJoll,. double-pinio!!

kit!!

,drh,e by !FLS.

a r liable and afe operation of the gear drives for
a Ieng period of Lime. It should
• be olvent-free.
• have good ba k flow behavior.
should not occur at ambient

channeling

'temperatures.

• have suitable viscosity/temperall.ue
behavior
o thai the bath must be neither heated nor
cooled .
• have low evaporation

10 ses,

• have easy replacement

and disposal.

• have load-carrying capacity and antiwear
behavior conf!rmable on the FZG gear testing rig.
Tran~fer Lubri.caUon
Inlhi
type of lubrication. also called paddle
wheel lubrication, paddle wheels plunge into the
lubricant reservoir and then transfer tile lubricant

I234-

Lubricant Reservoir
Shut-off Valve
l.ubricaII! F«d Pump
Pressure Relief Valve'
;5 - Shut-off Valve
6 - Lubricant Biter

to the driving pinions. This method has the advantage '!hat smaller

ferred

10

amounts

of lubricant

the tooth Ilanks and a smaller

excess lubricant

i. in circulation

are' traasBrI101l1ll

3 shows an example of paddle wheel lubrication
a rotary kiln with

.8

of
7 6

at (he drive. Fig.

double-pinion

5

4

4

7-

of

drive. The pad-

dle wheels arc located directly below the pinions

Fill . .4 -

by them. Paddle wheel. lubrication
tis only suitable for spur-toothed gear drives and is

open gear fluids used in running-in lubrication, as

mainly found on lowly operating

tion lubrication

and are driven

kiln drives.

'Circulation Lubrication
In drew Lion lubrication, the lubricam is 'transferred by mean

of externally driven pump . The

main advantage,
compared (0 unmersion lubricalion. i the fa 1 that the lubricant i filteredand
then. pplied in an exee amount to the tooih flanks
almost without. contaminants.

Circulation

lubrica-

tion will be successful

sealed properly
nant

from

reservoir
circulau

only if the gear guard is
and. the penetration. of contami-

tile environrnera

into the lubricant

as milch as pes ible. Mo I
n lubrication
systems used today are
is prevented

de igned for the application

of gear oils. Some sys-

tems are al 0 uilable for applying

Check Valve

8 - Lubricant Distribution Pipe

high-viscosity

Clrculutien

lubrlcnlion

well as operational

system fo.r deuble-plnlon

driv s (s.cbc!:!lIIti "lew).

lubrication. The typical circula-

y

tern i

drives on kilnsand

unable for lubricating

mill . and can al

ted to exi ting in tallation

I)

be retrofit-

. For large open gear

is that the lubricant tis
continuously
cleaned by filters and thai. it is
applied to (he tooth, flank . urfaces very efficientdrive , irs main advantage

Iy

through

special

Fig. 4 is a chematie

Illbricant

di

tribution

of a circulation

pipes,

lubrication

system for a double-pinion drive.
A schematic of 11 ciri;ulation lubrication systern with various accessories is identified in Fig.
5. From the lubricant reservoir (1.1), which i.
fiUed directly

from

the gear guard

(4). or by

mean of a transfer pump (5), the lubricant is fed
by gravity flow to the lubricant pump (2.1) via a
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1.8

U - Lubricant Re iervoir
1.2 - Level Control
1.3 - Agitator
1.4 - Remote Indication Thermometer
1.5 - Dipstick
1.6 - Shut-off Valve
I.7 - Electric Heating
1.8 - Heat Exchanger (Cooling)
1.'9 - Remote [ndicBtion Thermometer
2.1 - Lubricant Pump
2.2 - Remote Indication Manometer
2.3 - Pressure Control Valve, 16, bar
2.4 - Pre UTe Control Valve, 12 bar

8 - Lubricant Distribution Pipe
S - Lubricant Intake

2..5 - Shut-off Valve Wilh Electrical
Position, Indicator
2.6 - Lubricant filter With Motordriven Lamella Cleaning Unit
2.7 - Flow Control Unit
2.8 - Check Valve
3.1 - Lubricant Distributor
3.2 - Flexible Line
3.3 - Flow COlllJ1OiUnit
3.4 - Lubricant Distribution Pipe
<I - Gear :Rim Cover
5 - 'fran fer Pump Wim Electric Motor
B 11B2 - Bypass Line

~J
I

8

fig. 6, -

Lubricant

applicati.onlhrough

pipes.
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spedaUy d, - gned lub.ri:cant disl:ributiion

I

pipe system. Depending 011 the position of the
valves (2.5). ,it is transferred 10 one of the two filterunits (2.6). which are equipped with a motordriven cleaning mechanism. Since only one filter
is operating at a time, the other can. be maintained
and cleaned without mrerrupung jhe flow of
lubricant to the gears. Switching from one filter
unit to the other can be accompli hed manually or
automatically. The recommended
filter sire is
between 80 and 100 micron .
Aiterpassing the filter unit, the lubricantis fed
through a distributor (3.1) to the distribution pipes
0.4). A check valve (2.8) prevents the lubricant
from :Ilowing backwards. Iflhe:re i not enough
flow through the operating filter unit (2.6). the pressure relief valve (2.4) will open. The lubricant is
!hen supplied to the distnbinion pipes v:ialhe
bypass line (B]). A flow control unit. (2.7) installed
in the bypass line will trigger an alarm, which will
warn the operator to change the flow to the other
filter line. The lubricant flow is then directed
Ihl'ough the econd filler unil, and the pre sure
relief valve (2.4) will close a 0011 as the pressure
is reduced. The monitoring of system alarms is very
important in order to prevent prolonged application
of unfiltered lubricant 10 the tooth flanks, It is also
po sible to have an automatic system [Q control the
flow direction into each tiller unit based on pressure
drop inthe filter lines.
Flow control monitoring is also located before
the distribution pipes to. ensure that there is lubricant flow to the gear teeth. Fig. 6 show. the location of the lubricant distribution pipe.
If required, the lubricant re ervoir (1.1) can be
equipped with a healing system (1.7) and agitator
(1.3). U cooling of the lubricant is necessary. a
beat exchanger (l.8) can be installed in the lubricant line in front of the distribution lines (3.4). If
the space available directly below the gear guard
i restricted and it is not possible to install a lubricant reservoir there fora gravity flow, then a
tran fer pump (5) can be u ed.
I:nt.enniUent .Lubrication
Intermittent l'uloricalion means that the lubricant is applied at intervals. Tins type of lubrication is always total. loss lubrication; therefore cost
effectiveness has to be taken into account. Ju t as
in the case of continuou lubrication; there are
various metbed of" application of intermittent
lubrication. For modem and safelubricatioll
of
large girth gear drives, however, only two methods of application are u ed; Manual lubrication
by spray gun and automatic pray lubrication.
ManuaE Lubrication by . pray GUD
Currently, the most effective type of manual
lubrication for large gear drives is by mean of

pressurized manual spray guns, They are best
suited for operational lubricants in cases where
stationary automatic lubrication systems cannot
be installed and where lubrication is required
during operation. A typical manual spray lubrication system is depicted in Fig. 7. This portable
equipment consists of a pressurized lubricant
container with valves, a heavy-duty spray gun
and connecting hoses for the lubricant and pressurized air. This system is easy to handle and
only needs to be connected to the plant air system
before it call be put into operation. With the spray
gun, which can be adjusted to a round or flat jet,
different types of lubricants can be applied:
• Operational lubrication with very thin lubricating film and economical consumption.
• Priming of open gear drives to check the
contract and load-carrying pattern,
• Lubricant application for repair correction or
forced run-in lubrication.
Automatic Spray Lubrication
Manual lubrication by means of a spray gun as
described in the previous section has its limits in
running-in and operational lubrication, especially
when large drives have to be lubricated adequately and reliably. Automatic spray lubrication is
especially suitable for gear drives that, due to
their design and inefficient sealing of the gear
guard, are not suitable for other types of lubricant
application. and where heat dissipation by the
lubricant is not necessarily required. Various
manufacturers offer automatic spray lubrication
systems of different designs, all of which are
state of the art and are capable of handling operationallubricants with a high solid lubricant content, as well as special running-in lubricants.
Ideally, the amount of lubricant sprayed onto the
tooth flank maintains a minimum thickness of
lubricant film. This thickness is constantly diminished by the motion of the two flanks against
each other. If the necessary film thickness is
maintained, it will prevent scuffing caused by
insufficient lubrication, However, this is hardly
feasible for technical reasons,
It is quite obvious that during operational
lubrication it is not possible to continuously
.apply a lubricant film of optimum thickness to
the tooth flanks. A good compromise is found in
interval. lubrication, consisting of periods of
excess lubrication. For operational reliability,
the most decisive factor is the duration of the
individual spraying pulse. It is best when the
entire circumference of the pinion. or the girth
gear is sprayed and covered with lubricant in one
pulse. The lubricant amounts must ensure a film
thick enough to reliably last through the ensuing
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Deposit 10 I. Max. Operating Pressure 3 bar
Removable Cover
Pressure Relief Valve (Depressurization)
Shut-off Valve, Connection to Pressurized Air System
Carrying Handle
Adjustable Pressure Reducing Valve to Set the Lubricant Pumping Pressure
Connection for Tube Nozzle
Lubricant Tube
Compressed-Air Tube
Spray Gun. Fan or Circular Jet.
Adjustment Screw to Control the Lubricant Throughput
Adjustment Screw to Control the Compressed Air Throughput
(Fan or Circular Jet)
Spray Head. Vertical or Horizontal Adjustment of the Fan Jet.

Manual spr.aying equipment.
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Arr ngement Examples:

Single-Pinion Drives.
Generally recommended positions:
la, lb. [c.
Position 3 only suitable with corresponing spraying equipment and a sufficient
peripheral speed of the gem: rim.
Double-Pinlon Drives:
Generally
recommended
po itions: Ia, lb. [c. and 2a.
2b.2c
Po ition 1 in combination
with Position 3 is only suitable with spraying equipment of sufficient capacity.
Position 23

Po ition2b

Position Ib

x

x
Fig. 9 -

Nozzle plate arrangement.

Fig.. 11 - Spray patterns on gear tootb
Fig. 10 - Preferable orientation of a flank surface, depending on the number
spra:y nozzle.
ofno.zzles and. the spray geometry.
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pause cycle. More frequent spray cycles with tile
shortest possible pauses result in the maximum
operational reliability in spray lubrication.
Fig. 8 shows schematic diagrams of spray
lubrication systems from different manufacturers
that are used today for spraying lubricants on
large girth gear drives. These systems differ in
their design and components as follows:
• Lubrication pumps, e.g. electromechanical
multi-line piston pumps (container pumps) with
manual filling and automatic filling by means of
pneumatic barrel pumps, or direct pumping by
means of pneumatically or electromechanically
driven drum pumps .
• Single or dual-line system design.
• Lubricant feeding to the spray nozzles either
direct from the lubricant pump or via an intermediate progressive distributor,
'. Auto-control spray nozzles (controlled by the
lubricant and/or air) or externally controlled nozzle with or without monitoring units.
Fig. 9 shows the optimum arrangement of nozzle plates found by practical experience. Po itions
] and 2 are generally preferred. Spraying of the
girth gear in po hi on 3 should only be considered
if i.1 can be ensured that the entire circumference
of the gear is covered with lubricant during one
spray pulse. This applies especially to slow running kiln gears .. Depending on the design of the
gear guard, the nozzle plates should be arranged at
the angles and positions indicated in Fig. 9. The
spray nozzles should not be installed in a vertical
upward direction, since they could become
clogged by used lubricant, This would re ult in
insufficient spray patterns and eventualjy in a
complete failure of the lubricant supply ystem,
When determining the position of the nozzles,
especially when the girth gear is to be sprayed, the
safety of the maintenance personnel when working on the system must beconsidered.
ln Fig. ]0, the orientation of the spray nozzle
is indicated. A spraying angle of 30° is be t to
achieve a good distribution of the lubricant on the
load-carrying tooth flanks. The nozzle distance
should be between 150 and 250 mm. The exact
distance depends on the position and the type of
nozzle. Each type of nozzle requires a specific
nozzle distance. which depends on the air pre •
ure a determined by the manufaerurer and
which ensures the entire width of the tooth flank
is covered with lubricant. This distance also must
take into account the number of nozzles and tile
type or lubricant. Operational safety is reduced if
the nozzles are oat oriented properly.
An important factor of operational reliability is a perfect spray pattern without any gaps.

The lubricant musr be di tributedevenly over the
entire height and width of the tooth flanks (Fig.
11). Even if the spray nozzle are automatically
controlled, periodic checking of the pray pattern
is an essential pan of maintenance. Due to their
design older spray systems havethe di adv ntage thai the pray pattern ,in :high-speed drives,
such as mills, can OIl]Y be checked when the
drive i topped. Thi- di advantage can be
removed by newly developed nozzle plate 'that
make it possi.hle to check Lhe spray pattern while
a drive is in operation.
Fig. [2 bows variou nozzle plate de igns.
This is of special advantage 011 kiln drive ,
which cannot be stopped at random. In addition,
this type ofchecking en ures maximum protection again t aceident becau e it j not nece ary
to remove 'the gear guard.
Depending on the system design, the lubricant
can be delivered from a.container to a lubricating
sy tern by different means:
• Spray lubrication
ystems with container
pump .( .ig. 13).
• Spray labrieation systems with drum pump
(Fi.g. 14).
The lubricant containers In the first system are
filled manually or by means of a transfer pump
oul of the original package, The transfer pump is
preferred because il prevents contarnination
of
the lubricant In lite second syslem, the lubricant
i fed directly '10 the spray system with the
required operating pressure by mean of a. drum
pump that i put intome rigimlil lubricant drum.
Feed pump may be driven electromechanically
or pneumatically
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Summary
The goal of the lubrication system for large gear
drives is to provide the optimum amount of lubricant al all time 10 the gearing s1' tern. This win
prevent premature wear and expensive gear
replacement. AU of the y~tems discussed can provide thi goal. as long as they are maintained and
operated properly. The cost effectiveness of each
sy tern must be analyzed by th individual user. 0
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Tbe Latest Moves
Lout W. Ertel ha joined
Jones/nlino5
Gear, Chicago,

FootelL as

manager, FoeteJones is a manufacturer of custom gearvice president/general

ing.
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drives.
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Hotline
Nord
Gear
Corporarien
Waunakee, WI, announce the opening
of its new 24-hour, 7-day-a-week customer service hotline, which will give
customers access to Nord service personnel. A phone call to the 800 number
will activate a beeper where the cusremer can leave a phone number tor

New, Illnnovative lnstruments
fOlr Gear, Spliine, lnspecnon
... incl:uding the j:ndustry"sfirst 1,OOO-poundcS,psclty
over ban/pin size measurement s.yslem.
1. stanoaro Gage-O-Matic™ lis the industry reader in accuracy,
repeatability and ease' of operation for lntemal/exte rnall gear or
spline size. 2. Heavy Duty Gage-O-MaticeasHy locates and
inspects smal:l or larqe parts weighing up to 11,00'0 pounds with
accuracy to 0.0'0'0'1". 3. GR110·1O'01is a bench top
functlonat gear rollertor checking runout dev:iations,
tooth-to-tooth action and nicks .. Also, ask about our
"NEW" Hob & Cutter Sharpening Measuring
Iinstrument! Ilmprove quality, reduce scrap!

response

from a technician.

Nord promise to be able to ship new
product to anywhere in the U. S. within
three hours of a phone call.

Also Known A ....
LMTwFeUe, Ine., formerly known
as Fette 'Ionls Systems Ine., is part of
the new LMT-Fette Group, composed
of Fette, Boehlerit
and Kie:ninger.
LMT·fette
will have a new, enlarged
eurdng 1001 p.rogram including products for the m Id and die making. automotive, aircraft and general metalworking industries.
Cybercompanies
SuooenProducts
Co .• manufacturers of industrial honing machines. and
automotive
shop
equipmenl..have
opened a site on the World Wide Web.
Acces ible at hup://www.sunnen.com.
the site allows users. to review listings of
all available Sunnen catalogs. product
brochures,

technical

bulletins

ence material. InJormation

and refer-

on machines,

abra ives, tooling ami honing fluids is
also available.
CSI, prov.ider of integrated maintenance systems and services for machinery diagnostics.jras

opened a web site at

hltp://compsys.com. The
product

information,

site provides

news

relea es,

traming, services and customer

uppon

in formation.

South American Connection
Surfaee Combustion, Inc., manufacturer of industrial heat treating furnace • has announced
a product and
technology
licen e agreement
with
Sauder E-qul.pamenlo
Illdo triai
Ltda. of Brazil. Sauder will repre ent
Surface' ombustion in Brazil including
product sales, service and manufacturing. Sauder Equipamentos is headquartered in Sao Paulo. Brazil.

___
See us on the Gear Technology Home Page.
_
For specifications
c811111(630)
377-2496, or IFax (630:) 377-2546
MANUFACTURED GEAR & GAGE,. INC.
P. O. Box 7155, EI.gln, IL 60'121
elRe!.E 164 or call 1-800-340-1160 x9164
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Michael J. Huber teenier) of Surfac«

Combustion with Roberto Novak (left) (1/1(1
Jose Fernandes of Sauder Equipamentos.

IINDUSTIRY NEWS
SOOthMachine
The ,Gleason Works will ship is
SOOth Phoenix® CNC machine for the
production of precision gears ill August.
The Phoenix, introduced in 1988, is the
world's flrst spiral bevel and hypoid
gear production machine requiring just
six axes of CNe-controlied motion to
produce all bevel gear loolll geometrie
for cutting and grinding. Since its introduction. the line has 'been expanded to
include a helical hobber and gear testing
and gear lapping machines.
Mat,er:ials 'Guarantee
Uoeganaes Corpor"<ltion of Riverton.
NJfbas announced the most comprehensive guarantee for ferrous metal powders
ever offered in the PIM industry. The
guarantee covers all the company's
Ancorbond® and Anchoden e 1M proces esed materials and goes into effect
immediately. In !he guarantee, Hoeganaes
assures the performance properties of
the materials agreed upon with the fabricator and that the e materials will
work with the specific applications for
which they were developed. The company will provide online support, complete laboratory services and on-site
personnel at the fabricator's facility to.
run development trials.
New Gage System
Albion Devices, Inc., of Solana Beach,
CA, an e~eering
firm specializing in
temperature compensation of precision
measurements, recently delivered a
GageComp-M2 multichannel temperature
compen anon system to' K. 1 Law
Engineers, Inc ..The unit was in tailed on
an.automatic gage developed by law for
American Axle & Manufacturing, Inc.,.to
measure brake drum and pilol. bores. TIle
Albion system uses sensors to monitor the
temperature of the workpiece, master and
gage fixture.

Expanded Facilities
Romer,
Ine.,
manufacturer
of
portable CMMs, has expanded
its
Dearborn, MI, operations with a new,
larger sales/service/training
facility, The
4,300 sq. ft., multi-level facility houses a
Romer sales office for Michigan, Ohio
and Indiana, plus a full service center for
Romer portable inspection systems. The :
company has also added two more appli- ~
cations engineers to its staff to provide [

customer service support for portable
CMM customers. III addition. Romer
has contracted with Crescent Gage 'of
Dallas, TX. to handle sales of Romer
portable articulate arm CM_Msand related hardware and software in Texas.
Louisiana and Oklahoma. 0

Tel. Us What You 11IInk. ..
If you foundthis article of intertlt and/or
useful, please circle 210.

T'OS, CELA,IKOV:ICE
I

GEA.R HOBBING AND SHAPING MACHINES

Gear H:obblng IMachine, Model OFA 32: R

TOS ,ceLAI<OVICe offers ,Gear
Hobbinl1 and Shaplnll machines
in manuall and eNC versions. The
machLnes :accept wor:kpiece
diameters rangingl from 6"-27" and
are suitable for single, piece and
batch production.

The ,Gear Shaping machines are
designed to shape external and
internal spur and helical gears,
sprock,et wheets, gear segments,
rac'ks, clutches, cams and other
profil'ed components in the
generating method,.

The Gear Mobbing machines are
,capabl'eof precision hobbing of
,eXlemal spur and helical gears,
sprocket Wheels, and worm
wheels using the radial and
tangential methods, and spline
shafts and other profiled
components using the, generating
method.

Features include:
• Hydrostatic ram spindle bearingl
• Automatic wonk cycles
• Infinitely variable, double strckes
and circular feeds
•.Option! of radial plunge, cut or
radial plunge cut with rolling
• Selectable 'cuttingl cycles

III
~~~~~~:e=
...'

For more ,informal ion 'Write. phone. or 'fax:

Features include:
•.Static and dynamic rigidity
•.Automatic work cycles
., Infinitely variable hob speeds
• Hydraulic clamping cylinder
., Capability of conventional and
climb milling
• Repeat hob cutting

WMW Machinery ~~~~~L'Ji:

Fa><:(91~) 3r.e·2378

:~IMTS '96
Visit Us At Booth #4358

CIRCLE 127 or cal! 1.;800·340-11601

x9127'
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Gear Design and Inspection
Howard I. Sanderow

TableI - The Powder Metallurgy (P/M) Process
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PIM gears reduce noise levels.

PIM gears can be made in a wide range of gear
geometries
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Finished Products
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of applications.

for appliances,

sions, geared drives for cranes
automotive
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for a number
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Limitations of PIM: Gears
to wrought
teel gears, PlMgears
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contaet stress capability.. This reduction
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H
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, ......

Tooth-to- Tooth

Total Composite
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Error

Error

Class

j.lffi

IJ.Il1

(Approx.)

Secondary
Operation

,----16

I

35

40

75

7

None

25

30

55

20

20

40

8
9

Bore

Size

I

40

100'

45

40

85

7

None

35

25

60

25

20

45

8
9

Bore
I

--

55

130

6

60

40

100

7

Size

40

100

7

Bore

I

--

1

75,
45
I

I:

Size

None

Values for DP = 32 Module", 0.75
Piner pitch requires closer tolerances 10 meet same AGMA class.

A second type of mechanical limit or failure
mode encountered in gear designs is wear or pitting fatigue failure. This type of failure, also
known ascontact fatigue. or surface fatigue, is normally associated! with highly stressed, heat treated
steel gears. Only recently has experimental work:
begun toward a systematic evaluation of the surface fatigue phenomenon as pertaining to. PIM
steel alloys (Ref. 3).
UntH the AGMA Powder Metallurgy Committee completes its work in the area of mechanical
performance characteristics, PIM gear designers
w:iU be forced to utilize other approximations for
determining load capacity. One of the early studies of PIM gears (Ref. 4) suggested using the gear
rating formula (as nDW found in. AGMA 2001B88), but modified for PIM steels. An approximation for the bending fatigue strength was to use
30% of !:he tensile strength. The approximation. for
the allowable contact stress was the tensile
strength minus 10,000 psi.

These estimates are slightly conservative in light
of more recent studies, which find the mean fatigue
life closer to 32% of the tensile strength for heat
treated PM steels (Ref. 5), and lite contact fatigue
strength for a high density, heattreared nickel steel
(FN ·0205-180HT) about 10,000 psi greaterthanthe
tensile strength. (Ref. 3). A recent Japanese study
(Ref.. 6) evaluated actual PIM gears for tooth bending fatigue. Contact fatigue limits were developed
from a sliding roller test rig. Gear running tests were
also conducted using a power circulating testing
machine for comparison withlhese fatigue tests.
Their results indicate improvement in bending
fatigue strength through
• increased density,
• increased sinteriog temperature,

3&
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• shot peening after case hardening,
.' heterogeneous microstructure.
The contact fatigue limit of about 190,000
psi for the 4% nickel steel. in the Hirata. study
was lower than the value reported by Prucheret
aI. due to the lower density (7.1. vs. 7.4 g/cm3)
and difference in heat treatment (case-hardened
vs ..through-hardened). These investigators also
rioted that contact fatigue (spalling) wastbe
predominant failure mode in the gear running
tests, but that the contact fatigue life was
increased 15-20% compared to. the roller RCF
tests. They concluded that the load bearing
capacity of case-hardened P/M steel gears was
higher than that of Tufftrided® AIS~ 1045
wrought steel gears.

PIM 'Gear Inspection
The quality of PIM gears is determined using
the same type of inspection equipment as is used
for machined gears:
.•.A rolling or composite gear checker for fine
pitch gears,
• An involute Dr element gear checker for
coarser pitch gears.
Typical. man:ufact~ring tolerances that can be
expected. for heat treated PIM steel gears are summarized in Table 2.. As the size of the gear
increases, the tolerance limits must also increase.
since size changes in.sinter:ing and heat. treatment
are direct percentages of lineal dimensions. For
small-to-medium size gears, an AOMA Q7 gear is
quite feasible with no extra processing, A sizing
or boring operation isneeded to reach Q8 or Q9
tolerances, For much larger gears (4-6" pitch
diameter), the as-manufactured tolerances are
greater, resulting in a Q6 gear without any secondary operation.

i

Mechanical testing of a stafistically representative sample from each production lot is used to
demonstrate the mechanical quality of the product. Test methods include tooth torque tests or
tooth breaking strength tests {either static or
impact load:ing).
Advances 1:0Further Improve P/M Gears
Efforts are already underway at specific PIM
gear manufacturers, as well as at powder producers and process equipmeru suppliers, 10 improve
both the dimensional control and the mechanical
properties 0'( .PiM gears.
Dimensional Control. The dimensional CODistency of gears can be improved either in the
sintered condition or throughthe heat treatment
process. One method, which is said to create
AGMA '09' gears from a Q6 gear, (Refs. 7-8) is
the surface rolling of a sintered .P(M gear
against a master gear, Sinter-hardening .P/M
gears can reduce the distortiouassociated
with
more conventional quench and temper heat
treatment processes.
TO'othDensity Inerease. Four primary methods
to increase PIM gear tooth density are under study.
I. Roll Densification. This effective dimensional control method also densifies the gear
tooth surface. Improvement in bending fatigue
strength of 32% and a 3.5 times increase in contact fatigue stress has been reported for casehardened 4600-type PIM steel gears subjected to.
this process (Takeya at al.). Contact fatigue
strength 01'96% of that of case-hardened wrought
AISI 4] ] 8 steel has also been reported.
2. Warm Compaction. This process is much
the same as conventional powder metal part compaction, except that both the meta] powder and
the looting are heated to approximately 300,oF
before processing.
In preliminary tests, gears
manufactured using warm compaction showed an
increase of 30% in tooth break load. When the
process was coupled with. high-temperature sintering.jhe improvement was over 5'0% (Ref. 9).
3. Rotopressing. The Rotopressing precess,
which subjects parts to large tangential stresses,
causing intense. local plastic flow and densification, has been reported to give densities greater
than'" .6g1cm3 in sintered PIM gear teeth,leading
to excellent fatigue and wear properties (Ref. 1'0).
4. Ausrolling, This process combines surface
densiflcation and heat treatment (Ref. ] 1).
Ausrolling of aconventional PIM steel is reported to have reduced the surface porosity fr~m ]4%
to less than 2%, increased the (oUillg contact
fatigue endurance by more than 10 times and led
to substantial improvements in gear accuracy and
surface fini b (Ref. 12).

Conclusions
The powder metallurgy process can provide
gear designers with a cost-effective alternative to
machined, wrought steel gears. This net. shape
process offers dimensional tolerances and
mechanical properties compatible with. many
market applications. As current process improvements and material developments are incorporated, more high performance transmission gears
win be converted to. powder metallurgy. 0
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AGMA & MPIF Develop
Standards, Information Sheet
for Powder Metal Gear's

a
i

I
'!Ii

The standard addresses the long- tanding
OMA and members of the Metal .Powder
powder metal industry concern about the lack of
Industries Federation (M.PIF) axe three
information available to. geac purehesers to
years into ajoint project to develop specproperly convey their gear design intent to the
ifications and an information heet on
gear producer. The lack of properly detailed gear
rating powder metal gears. According to comdata often leads to confusion and delays in quomittee vice chairman Olen A. Moore of BurgessNorton Mfg .. Co., the fir t phase of the project,
tations and deliveries and in manufacturing
the publlcation of AGMA Standard "6008-AXX,
gears for particular applications.
"This standard addresses a long-term need,"
Specifications for Powder Metallurgy Gears,"
say Moore. "A. powder meta] gear appear in
shouldbe completed ill late 1996 or early 1.991.
more and more. pplication • :it's important that
The object of tile standard is to spell out
thi information becomes available,"
through descriptions and examples the minimum
data needed to adequately specify PIM gears. ]t
Powder metal part producer like BurgesNorton welcome this joint effort, which ha procovers external pur; exrernal helical and straight
bevel gears, the types most often made by the i duced the fir: t AGMA standard for powder
conventional P/M process. The subjects covered i metal. gears. They feel it constimte reeognuion
include gear tooth geometry data, gear drawing . of the fact that PIM is a viable alternative to
specifications and gear material specifications.
wrought metal in some applications. Tables
and 2 are samples of this data.
Moore points out that 6008-AXX is still a
work in progres . The draft is almost complete.
The Bending .Load
Rating Information Sheet
but has yet to go through the formal AGMA.
The second pan of this joint AGMAlMP[F
process of review and approval.
project is an information sheet, "9XX-AXX,
Calculated Load Capacity of PIM Gears," which
wi n contain rating procedures and data. 011 the
failure of powder meta] gears caused by bending
load , either as fatigue failures brought on by
repeated loading or as breakage or yielding
caused by a temporary overload conditioa,
The wear and pltting modes of failure have
been omitted from the information sheet for a
number of reasons. AGMA standards for
wrought meta] gears do not cover the wear mode
of failure because it is successfully avoided in
most cases by proper lubrication. Although the
wear mode is common enough in PIM gears
where adequate lubrication is not practical, the
limited data available and the complexityof the
i ues involved forced the decision to follow the
pre ent practice, according to Moore.
Inadequate test data for pitting in PIM gear
made eliminating it from the informanon sheet.
necessary as well. Furthermore, the committee
felt that omitting pitting data would not be a ignificamhandicap to the usefulness of the infora wide varity of applications.
mation sheerbecause this mode of failure is

I~------~------~-=--~
P/M gears are available far
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much less common than the tooth bending mode
in PIM gears.
According to Moore, efforts are being made
now to collect pitting data, and when it becomes
available. to include the pitting mode in the
information sheet will be reconsidered.
Developing the data for the information sheet
will be a long process, says Moore. "It took three
years to develop the specification, and, the information sheet wiU probably take as long," he says.
The committee will take the existing AGMA
formelasand plug in appropriate factors for P/M
to make similar gears. Then test gears will have to
be manufactured and tested to compare the actual
re ults with the theoretic ali ones. Drafts of the procedures will have to be written and discussed and
their calculations compared with available field
experience with gears in rea) applications. On.ly at

that point will the draft be approved and circulated as an information beet.
Eventually, as field experience increases. the
information sheet could go through other revisions and be upgraded as a rating standard.
The next meeting of the AGMAfMPIF committee will be Sept. 16-17 atAGMAheadquarter
in Alexandria, VA. Infonnation about participation and other committee matters is available
from Mr. Bill Bradley at AGMA.Q
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IEXACT s IREPEATABLE
'GEAR :OATA
TRUE PITCH DIAMETER

___

TECHNICAIL CAllEN OAR
OHm STATE GfAR INQ:lSE COURSE

A three-day course on gear noise, covering measurement,
analysis, diagnosis, noise reduction and dynamic , will be held
at The Ohio Stare University Sept. 10-12. Contact Carol 1. Bird
at 614-292-3204 or fax 614-292-3163 for more infonnation.

ASM EDUCATUJNAL SE.MINARS

TOTAL INDICATED READOUT
TRUE POSITION
CONCENTRICITY
ALLIN' ONE GAUGE

No set-up or master required. PC based: SPC program
av.ailable or RS-232 port. Precision Tungsten ICarbide
balls or pins for maximum accuracy. IRobust construction-Each gauge custom built Over/under diglital display wi inch or mm conversion.

PHOINE OR FAX IFOR BROC!HUIRE OR IO'EMO
I/lTER~CE

GEAR
lifSf'fCTWIl
TERM/MAl.

BO.II

367 - Springboro. 01:1 45066-IFax: 513n46-5103

513n46-3800
CIRCLE. 157 or can 1-800-340-1160

x.9157

How To Avoid Oversizing
Gear Driv,es..,.
Find cut li10w iinternational companies use
thermel rat,ingl to minimiz,etli1e size of unUs.

,AG,MA's Fan T:echnicalllMeeting
solutions-solutions

(FTM), iis about
to common and not-so-

common technical problems based on the best
manufacturing practices and on new research.

Join the best engineers at the industry's event ot
the year. Presentations will cover eutomotlve,
aerospace and lindustrialgearing. Hear from:
_ Peerless-Wil1smith

iiI.,

Falk
Gleason

_ ZF

• CETliM

- iFZG
-Dodge

_ Hofler
• Boeil1gl

AGMA GEARSCH:OOl
One-week sessions on basic gear manufacturing. Both
classroom and hands-on work covering hobbing, shaping and
inspection. Held at Daley College, Chicago, [L. The next session is Sept. 23-27. Call AGMA at 703-684-012] 1 or fax 703684-0242 for more information.

In San Diego, CA, Oct. 6-9, this four-day conference will
focus on major technical aspects of power transmission component design, manufacturing and applications. Subjects will
include gear design, wear, lubrication, noise and vibration, as
well as belts, bearings, couplings, chain and helicopter transmissions .. Contact ASME at 212-705-7057 for registration
information,

.AM!IUCANI PfAUTER/PfAUTER·:MlAAG

CLiiNIC

The companies are offering a 3-day seminar 011 .oct. 8-10
at their facilities in Loves Park (Rockford), .[L. The subject is
modern metal removal and measuring techniques for Spill' and
helical gears .. Designed for manufacturing and process management personnel, the clinic will provide an in-depth look at
modem methods, applications and hardware. For more information, contact Lisa Alexander, 815-282-3000, x328 or fax
815-232-3075.

AISE ILUBRICATIION SE:MliNA~R
AISE (Association of Iron and Steel Engineers) is holding
a Basic Lubrication Seminar Oct. 20-22 at the Sheraton
Station Square Hotel, Pittsburgh, PA. Subjects covered
include basic concepts, test methods. bearings, gears, conservation, bydraulics, additives and more. Contact Laura Evert at
412-281-6323 :!!lSI for more information.

Mark Your Calen,dar for AG.MA 's

AGMA 1996 FALL TIECHNICAL. MEETIN:G

Fall Techn.ical Meeting

TIlls year's meeting will be Oct. 28-30 in Cincinnati, OH,
and will cover topics including bevel gear manufacturing,
sound and vibration, scuffing. fatigue life testing and more ..
To register, contact AGMA Headquarters at 703·684-0211 or
fax.703-684-0242. 0

Octo.ber28-3',O. Cincinnati,

Ohio,

Questions? Contact the AGMA Technical iDivision
1500 King si. #201 Alexandria. VA .22314-2730
Phone (703) 684-0211 Fax (703) 684-0242

• •

CIRCl'E 125 or oa1l1·80()"34[);.1160, )(9125
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ASM is offering the following seminars 011 metallurgical
subjects: Sepr, 17-19, Hardness Testing: Methods &
Applications; Sept. 23-27, Principles of Failure Analysis;
Oct. 7-11, Principles of Heat Treating; Oct. 14-18,
Metallurgy for the Non-Metallurgist. For registration information, contact ASM Member Services at 216-338-5151,. fax
216-338-4634 or e-mail m.em-serv@po.asm-intl.org.

ASME 1TIH:liNTER NATIONAL.
!PDWER TRANSMiISS'ION & GEARING 'CONFERENCE
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LITERATURE MART

ICooler Carbide Grinding

Ernst Winter & SOD, Ine,
Call (803) 834·4145
CIRCLE 137

::"'-"!!!!"'---

Sunnen Gagi;ngl

Just Relased ,., .

Broach
Company
offer. a brochure explaining
effortsto
provide the latest
broaching technologyat
the
most competitive prices. Certified by 'the leading names
in manufacturi
ng, Detroit
Broach has a commitment to
quality products and _ervice:
designing,
manufacturing,
resharpening,
remanufacturing, troubleshooting
or conulting. Please send for
FREE brochure or call (800)
383-6978.

A new 6-page, color brochure
from Sunnen Products Company
gives complete specifications
on the PGE-3000' Electronic
Bore Gaging System
that
directly connects 10 a personal
computer for statistical process control data collection.
The new system eliminates the
expense of master rings or plug
gages and provides resolution
as fine as :000010" (0.00J2 mm).

PLASTIC
EXPANSION
ARBORS! 200'-300% higher
expansion
rate than steel
arbors. Guaranteed
.00012"
T.I.R. Arbor may be machined
by the user to fit 8. specific
diameter. For more infosmation
or to. receive a tree catalog, call
1-800-772-4865,.

'CIFlCL.'E 193

,CIRCLE 113

Broa.chjng Technolo[y

Ernst Winter & Son, Inc.,
introduces its Re.plllla™ grinding wheel, offering superior
consistency for greater proce s
control, less maintenance and
less downtime in the toolroom.
Its ulliqu bonds provide cooler grinding and longer life for
dry grinding carbide on stalldard tool and cutter grinders.
Specs on available
wheels
included in new flyer.

Detroij

Sunnen Products Company
(800) 325·36,70
CIRCLE 1n

il

.I.,

G-Series Hobbers

S-Series Shapers

F-Series Shavers

UlTR_A Preelslen Tooling

Twelve-page, color brochure
describes nine high-performance model
that provide
unexcejled accuracy and p:roductivity. Simple conversational programming
greatly
reduces set-up lime. A hardened and ground gear set and
special, feed-forward
ervo
y tem optimize speed while
maintaining
precision. MH[
Machine Tool U.S.A., lnc.,
907 W. Irving Park Road, Itasca, lL 60143-2023; Ph: (708)
8604222; Fax (708) 860'4233.

Twel ve-page, calm brochure
describes five highly stable
gear shapers with excellent
accuracy and productivity, A
unique coolant circulationand
Load Controlled Machining
method (which automatically
adjusts peed '10 equalize cutting force) deliver optimal
machining
efficiency
and
increase
tool life.
MHI
Machine Tool U.S.A., Inc.,
907 W. Irving Park Road, Itasca, [L 60]43-2023; Phone (708)
8604222; fax 008) 860-4233.

Twelve-page, color brochure
describes three high speed,
high accuracy shavers tbat
offer unprecedented
machine
r:igidity. The sirnplifledtable,
direct drive pindle, and stability-optimizing
Thermal Displacement Compensation systernsallow the e machlnesto
achieve unequaled long-term
accuracies,
MIU Machine
Tool. U.S.A., Inc., 907 W. [TVing Park Road, Itasca, IL
60143-2023; Phone (708) 8604222; fax (70S) 860·4233.

.00012" or less T.1R. guaranteed fer Rydraul.i.c Chucks
shown in till new Schunk. catalog. Schunk High Prec.ision
tooling is used in demanding
gear manufscmring and testing
applications.
Other applications include cutti fig 1.001 manufacturing and resharpenmg,
precision mil-bug and boring
where tool life, finish and productivity cannot be compromised. for more in-formation
or to receive a free catalog,
call 1-800-772-4865.
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h Hp:/ /www.geurtechnology.com

A WHOLE NEW WORLD OF GEARINIG
to Cool Sites!
Send E-Mail!

Hyperlink

Steel Mill Gearing SYlmpos!ium
INovember 13, andl14, 11'996,
Pittsburgh,IPennsylvaniia
Standard's: AGIMA, IISO

Play in the InfoRoad!

Gear Set Design/Optimum Tooth ProW,a
Metallurgy

A VISITORrS GUIDE

Lubrication
Torsional Vibretion/Torque Amplification

Directory of
Buvers & Sellers
of Important

Comprehensive Sy,stem Conce;pt

Gear Stuff

Maintenance
Specifications
For information contact

EiDUCATIONAL SYSTEMS WORKSHO'PS
P.O. Box 472
Dyer, IN 46311
Telephone 412:-776-5745, or 21'9'-865-1318
IFax412-776~5749 or 219-865-2775
'CI.RCt.IE 149 or ,cail1-'801l-340-1160

Semi- Regu la r
Updates:
See Changes
Since Your
Last Visit
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Gear Schools,
Professional
Societies.
Cool Research
Sites

Inspects to AGMA or
DINstand'ards

with

computer analysis

THE ONLINE VERSIO • See:
• Current Issue Summary
• Coming Attractions
• Technical CalendarUpdates Between Print Issues.
• Expanded AddendumEven more gear trivia, and weirdness than the printversionl
• E-mail the staff.
• Get advertiser info.

• Subscribe online

Gear analysis is now simple and!
accurate with our Double-Flank
Gear Roller and IBM compatible software. Inset shows Master
Gear rolling with helical parallel axis component.
• Perform total composite. tooth-to-tooih nick,
and runout analysis,
• Display component tolerances and analysis results,
• Computer Indicates out-of spec values,
• Analysis with AGMA or DIN Standard.
For FREE :brochure, circle reader service number.
For FAST action, 081151'3/659-8273 or FAX 513/859-4452.

-

M&M PAECISICN
SYSTEMS ~T!a\I

AN ACME CLEVELAND

COMPANY

CIRCLE 163 or call 1·801).3411-111'60x9'163
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Innovation ...
AMS-250-1AL CH,CAnalytical

Gear Tester

The world's most advanced gear metrology system
The Innovation ...
This Premium Grade CNC Gear Tester
incorporates revolutionary design features
which were not possible just a few years
ago. Using the latest technology, our
product design team has built the
most advanced CNC Gear Tester
available in today's market. And
they've made the AMS-250
affordable at the same time! The
combination of advanced technology
and off-the-shelf components makes the
AMS-250 a respected, high-performance,
economical instrument for Gear Metrology.

Advanced Features ...
• Modular no-wear design
• Aerostat/c besrlng - provides
non-contact motion of all
axes
• Linear motor drives
• Ultra-high resolution Linear = 0.01 microns
Rotary
0.045 arc
seconds
• WlnSpect Platform

=

·'nte18 PC electronics
• Advanced test data
colleet/on, evaluation,
analysis, and post-process
management
• Available In High-Accuracy &
SfIIndsrrJ-Accuracy grades

WinSpectTMPlatform ...

~

JSBEGINI

A powerlul and friendly tool! This appllcstlon guides ,operator part setup ,and
test sequencing to automatically evaluate gear test results, then quickly produces an analysis using AGMA,
DIN, ISO, or user specified toler.
Bnces. Combine this with the unnvaled flexibility of the Microso#t®
Windows rM Operating System and you
have a simple means for data collection, analysis, snd post- process mBnagement of critical gssr test results.
Results never before schievable!

.!!

CIRCLE

109 or eaIl1-11OO-340-1160
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Questions? We are at your
service! Our proven technlcsl
staH with 175+ years of gear
technology experience wJ/l help
you find solutions and learn
more about this remarkable
Instrument. For prompt
aSSistance, call or FAX our
WinSpect Product Team at:
American Sykes Company
Solutions for

m«

Gsar Manufacturer

1302 Research Park Drive
Beavercreek, OH 45432
Tel 513-427-0507· FAX 513-427-9653
A member of the
David Brown Group
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Gear Wear Caused By
Contaminated Oils
Douglas 'Godfrev
Introduction
The diagnosis and prevention of gear
tooth and bearing wear requires the discovery and understanding of the particular mechanism of wear, which :in tum
indicates the best method of prevention.
Because a gearbox is a tribologically
dependent mechanism, some understanding of gear and bearingtribology is essential for this process. Tribology is the general term for the study and practice of
lubrication, friction and wear. If tribology
is neglected or considered insignificant,
poor reliability and short life will result.
One of the most common causes of
practical industrial wear problems is
contaminants in the oil. In this article the
author shares his experience with the
diagnosis and solution of such problems
and their relationship to basic tribology.
Kinds of Lubrication
Occurring In a Gearbox
All types of gears and their support bearings utilize the throe kinds of lubrication.
Hydrodynamic Lubrication (HlJL)
exists when a gas or liquid film completely separates moving surfaces, preventing solid-to-solid contact; HDL is
the most desirable regime of lubrication
because friction is [ow and wear can. be
extremely low. In gears it OCCUTS wherever the sliding of engaging teeth, especially just above or below the pitch line,
allows for the formation of a wedge of
oil that can completely separate the teeth.
Journal bearings in the gearbox also
operate in the HDL regime.
The primary HDL property of the oil
is its viscosity. The oil film thickness
must be greater than the sum of the surface roughnesses to minimize wear. A
rule of thumb to apply here is that the oil
film thickness is proportional to the
square root of the viscosity. for example,
if gear oil viscosity is increased from

[SO 150 to ISO 320, film thickness will
be increased 46% for a given load and
sliding speed. It is important to note that
in spur gears, HDL is discouraged by the
automatic reversal of sliding direction on
the addendum and dedendum.
Elastohydrodynamic
Lubrication
(EHL) implies that a full oil film is fanned
between moving surfaces that are elastically deformed. It occurs in concentrated
contacts, such as rolling contact at the
pitch line of the gears. The metals at the
line of contact deform elastically, and the
oil trapped between them is subjected to
extremely high Hertzian pressures. The oil
viscosity increases with high pressures by
many orders of magnitude, For example. a
mineral oil with a viscosity of l 5 cSt at
atmosphere pressure would be 100,000
cSt at 140,000 psi, The oil may beconsidered a solid for the short time it is at that
pressure. The pressure-viscosity coefficent
is a measure of change.
As a result of combined elastic
deformation and high viscosity, an
extremely thin film of oil completely
separates the surfaces and prevents
metal-to-metal contact EHL also occurs
between the rolling elements of rolling
element bearings and their raceways.
For EHL, oil viscosity at atmospheric
pressures is still important for dragging
the oil into the contact.
The EHL theory was developed by
English tribologists Dowsen and Higgensen in order to understand zero tooth wear
on a 30-year-old operating gearbox. They
developed an equation for the calculation
of minimum oil film thickness of engaging
gear teeth (See Table 0.
Boundary Lubrication (BL) occurs
when HDLand EHL fail, and metal-tometal contact occurs, such as when the tip
of a spur gear tooth slides near the root.of
the opposing tooth. BL also occurs during

Tahlu 1
Equatiou lur tlw Calculutiou
1)1 MIll
uuum Film Thickness
III tlw EI,lsiohyliro,ly
lIilllJlC LJllmCil1101l

RC~I"IlC

1 63a 0.541,u

hm;n='

•

V) 0.7.

0'

0.43
pn

IX,WN) 0.3E,o.'3
Tile spacific film tIIicknass is given by

"min
11

A.-where
11 :: composite

=111,2+ ul)'/2

11
11"

surface rougllness

I1z = surface

rougllness, rms {pinion. gear)

,uo = absolute

viscosity, Reyns lib sec[m21

a = pressure-viscosity coefficient, (in2Jfbl.
The pressure-viscosity j:oafficiant....£
ranges from 1¥"O.5K ,1)'4 to az2 x lu •
for typical gear lubricants.

Er .. reduced modulus of elasticity given by
E,=2

(

1 - tI,2
E,

1-

)-1

'12

E2

+

wIlere

v" '1 = Poisson's

ratio {pinion. gearl

E,. E2 = modulus of elasticity (pinion, gear)
pn = normal relative radius of curvature

P1P2

pn=

(P2±p,) cos'l'b

PI' P2 :;transverse radius 01 curvature
(pinon, gea rl
'l'b = base lleUx angle
V,=entraining

velocity given by

V,=V,,+V'z
whera
Vrl' V'2 = rolling velocities given by

V" =~P,
V'2" a>zP2
w" Illz = angular

velocities (pinion, gear)

WNr= normal unit load given by

wIlere

,= normal operating

WN

load

Lmin '" minimum contact length

• The.. equ.tion. are tlkln from R,f.rlnc.
Errichella, "lubrication at G...... "
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start-up, shut down, at high loads and high
temperatures and in worm gears. The
important oil property for BL is the soluble -anti-wear and anti-scuff additives in
the oil, which react with the metal S\lIfaces to form a thin, tough film that
reduces metal-to-metal contact.
In worm gears, which resemble a
screw thread with continuous sliding,
lubricity additives are required to reduce
friction. Lubricity is defined as that property of a lubricant that reduces friction.

GEAR ,FUNDAMENTALS

Oil with good lubricity

also improves
gearbox efficiency.
Mixed Lubrication. HDL, EHL and
BL may not occur ideally and isolated in
gears, but in a mixed condition. During
one tooth engagement all three lubri.cation mechanisms may occur consecutively or simultaneously. Unfortunately, ideal
lubrication mechanisms frequently fail and
allow high wear.
Many articles such as Refs. 1 and 2
provide information on gear lubrication.

_
Kinds of Gear Wear
The AGMA booklet (Ref. 3) and other
literature describe the numerous kinds of
gear tooth failures. Table 2 shows a list of
the most common wear mechanisms
related to contaminated lubricants.
Table 2 -

Comrncn Kinds of Gear and Bearing

Wear
Gears
Abrasion
Scuffing
Contact Fatigue and Spalling
Polishing Wear
Pitting
Bearings
Rolling Element
Nicks and Dents
Contact Fatigue
Abrasion
Fretting Corrosion
Journal
Wiping of Babbitt
Excessive Embedment

Wear Caused by
Contaminated Gear Oil
In the author's experience. contamination of the lubricant accounts for about
80% of gear tooth wear and bearing distress. Therefore for reliability and long life,
keep the oil clean and dry. Contaminants
in lubricated machines may come from the
fresh oil or the new machine, be generated
by the system while running or ingested
from external sources. These issues are
discussed in detail i.nRef. 4.
Following are the major kinds of oil
contamination and the types of gear tooth
and bearing wear they cause.
• Ingested dirt
a Any solids interfere with oil film
Amarillo Gear Company combines years of experience with
quality materials and workmanship to create spiral bevel gears
that are a cut above the field.
Amarillo builds high quality spiral' bevel gears up to 100
inches in diameter for industries across the globe. Each set is
manufactured for quiet operation and durability to suit the exact
production requirements of our customers.
Contact Amarillo Gear about your custom
application. You'll find a ready ear and a
quick response to your needs.
1fI;I1IT'J'V,W,1

I

_~JJiJ&tI,
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Amarillo Gear Company
P.O. Box 1789 Amarillo, Texas 79105 (806) 622-1273
TWX 910-898-4128/Amadrive FAX (806) 622·3258
CIRCLE 1511or call 1-800-340-1160
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formation.
Hard particles cause abrasion.
o Fine particles cause polishing wear.
o Dirt makes dents in rolling element
bearings, leading to fatigue failure.
o

• Water
o Interferes with oil film formation.
o Cau.ses rust
o Degrades the oil by acting as a catalyst for oxidation.
• Manufacturing debris
o Same as ingested dirt, plus
metal chips bridge the oil film and
initiate scuffing.
• Chemicals
o Cause oorrosion and oil degradation..
• Wear debris
o The accumulation of gear wear
debris promotes oil degradation.

•

'GEAR FUNIDAMENTAlS
o

Wear

debris

embeds in babbitt

Collect some oil in a clean, tall,

bearings and desaoys me surface.
• Wmng oil
a If viscosity

is too low, oil film is

o

a

nar-

ner, shake up and allow the contaminants

row glass bottle, (a 2-oz. olive bottle is

to settle again. Any visible

about right). Look. atlhe oil with a bright

ments, sand

light. If it is hazy, it i probably

If viscosity is too high, gearbox

a bad odorcompared

efficiency

probably

decreases.

oxidized.

to fresh oil, it is
Now

set the bottle

'01

magnetic

frag-

water is bad news.

Reducing 'Contamination

contam-

inated with water. SmeIJ the oil, If it has

too thin.
a

_

Contamination

IOn

cleaned

call be reduced

by foUow.ing

some

and

simple

procedures.

If additives are too chemically
active, corrosionand polishing

aside for at least two days and allow the

• Change used oil frequently.

den e contaminants

• Filter oil wilib a circulating system with

wear result.

inethe

If additives are not chemically

wear fragments

active enough.

rous,

the risk of scuffing

increases,

they

in the bottom.

will

Metal

be present and if

will move

with

fer-

a magnet.

Water will. be a clear layer; sand and clay

Abrasion
Hard particles

will also be on the bottom,

in the oil are 'the most

move with a magnet. To get a better look,

carefully

cause

Abrasion

is the cutting of metal. by hard

gear

tooth

or a rough surface.

readily recognized

but will not

of

frequent
particles

material

to settle; then exam-

wear.

(lour off most of the oil above

the contaminants,

add clean paint thin-

a full-flow,

3-micron

filter and reduce

ingestion of dirt and water

by

means of a.

fine air filter on the vent or breather tube.

• Before

operating

a

gearbo'x.

new

clean jhe gears and gearboxes

of all man-

ufacturing debris by vigorous Hushing.
Grinding and cutting chips, welding splatter, sand from sand blasting,

steel shot,

Abras:ion is

by parallel

furrows

in

the direction of sliding .. If the abrasion is

such

caused by hard particles,
grinding

as sand or

grit in the oil, it is called three-

Prevention is obvioustne hard particles, If abrasion is
caused by one tooth cutting the opposing

body abrasion.
remove

one, such as when a hard, sharp gear tooth
tip slides against a softer root, two-body
abrasion occurs. The result is libe same as

filing. Smoother

surfaces

and chamfered

tips will prevent this type of abrasion.

Rolling element SUppOI1 bearings suffer when solid particles
minate

and water conta-

the oil. The hard particles

nicks and dents on the raceway
rolling

elements

and abrade

areas. such as between
rolling

element

cause
and the

the sliding

the cage and the

bearings.

The

dents

shorten life and stan contact fatigue fail-

in the oil accelerates

ure. Water
growth,

thus

Ideally,

the

shortening
rolling

element

would be less stressed
own dean

fatigue

crack
life.

bearings

if they had their

oil supply and

and separate

didn't have to run on the oil contaminated with gear wear particle
Other well-known
are

caused

excessive

by

..

tribology

improper

problems

metallurgy,

loads. speeds and temperatures

and misalignment,
Detection of Contaminated Gear Oil
The degree of contamination
and the
type of contaminants
mined by an oilanallysis

are usually

deter-

laboratory. How-

ever, a rough idea of contamination can
be obtained on site using a simple process.
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Table 4 -

Comrncn Wear Problems

IFUNDAMENTALS
Related to Lubricants
--

& Hydraulic

Fluids'

---

IDefinition

Namas o~Weu

Normals

Severe Adhesion

• Scuffing
o Galling
a Scoringb

AbrasionS

• Cutting
o Scratching
'-WireWool"
damage
o Gouging
• Scoring

Erosion

o
o

Solid Particles
Impact Erosion

Conditions
Promoti'ng Wear'

Susce,plible, Machine

Parts

Other
Mild Adhesion

_

Unaided Eye

Generally, transference of
material from one surface to
another due to adhesion and
subsequent loosening during
relative motion. Mild adhesion
involves transfer and loosening of surface films only.

All.

a

Moderate loads,
speeds & temperatures.
a Good, clean, dry
lubricants.
a Proper surfa ce finish.

• Low rates of wear.
• No damage.
a Deeper original grinding
marks still visible.

Cold welding of metal surfaces due to intimate metalto-metal contact

• Piston rings and
cylinder barrels.
• Valve train.
o Rolling & sliding
bearings.
• Gears.
o Cutting tools.
o Metal seals.
• Chains.

• High loads, speeds
and/or temperatures.
• Use of stainless steels
or aluminum.
a Insufficient lubricant.
o Lack of antiscuff
additives.
o No break in.
o Abrasive wear.

• Rough, tom, melted or
plastically deformed metal,
broad Dr streaks.
a High temperatura oKidation.
• High friction, high rates
at wear.
o Possible seizure.

Cutting and deformation of
material by hard particles
13-bodVI or hard protuberances (2-body).

All surfaces in relative
motion.

• Hard particles
contaminating oil.
• Insufficient metal
hardness.
a Hard metal with rough
surface against soft
metal.

Scratches or parallel furrows in the direction of
motion, similar to "sanding:
• High rates of wear.

Cutting of materials by hard
particles in a high-velocity
fluid impinging on a surface.

• Journal bearings near
oil holes.
·Valvas.
• Nozzles.

• High-velocity gas or
liquid containing solids
impinging on a surfaceD.

• Smooth. broad grooves in
direction of fluid flow.
• Matte texture, clean metal.
• Similar to sandblasting.

o

I

Polishing

Bore Polishing

Continuous removal of surface films by very fine abra·
sives.

o

Cylinder bores of
diesel engines.
• Gear teeth.
• Vllive lifters.

• Combination of cerrosive liquii and fine aarasive in oil .

o

Contact Fatigue

Fatigue Wsar
Frosting
a Surface Fatigue
o Spalling

Metal removal by cracking
and pitting due to cyclic
elastic stress during rolling
and sliding.

• Rolling & sliding
baarings.
o Valve train parts.
o Gears.

• Cyclic stress over long
periods.
o Water, dirt in oil.
o Inclusions in steel.

Cra cks, pits and spalls.

• Chemical Wear
• Oxidative Wear
• Corrosive Film Wear

Rubbing off of corrosion
products on a surface.

• All bearings.
o Cylinder walls.
o Valve train.
o Gears.
• Seals and chains.

Corrosive environment
Corrodible metals.
o Rust-prOl)'loting
conditions)'
o High temperatures.

Corroded metal surface.

• False Brinelling
• Fretting
• Friction Oxidation

Wear between two solid
surfaces experiencing
oscillatory relative motion
of low amplitude.

o Vibrating machines.
• Bea ring housing
contacts.
• Splines, keys,
couplings.
o Fasteners.

Vibration-causing
relative motion.

• Corrodid, stained
surfaces.
• Loose colored debris
around real contact areas.
• Rouge (Fe2Da) colored
films, debris, grease or
oil for steel.

·Erosion"
Electrical Erosion
o Electrochemical
Wear
o Electrical Attack

Dissolution of 8 metal in an
electrically conductive liquid
by low amperage currents.

o

Aircraft hydra ulic
valves.
• Hydraulic pumps and
motors.

• High·velocity liquid
flow causing streaming
potentials.
o Stray currants.
• Galvanic metal
combinations.

• Local corroded areBS.
• Black spots such as made
by a small drop of acid.
o Corroded, worn mlltering
edges.

o Electrical Pitting
• Sparking

Removal of matel by high
amperage slectrical
discha rge or spark
between two surfaces.

• Bearings in highspeed rotating rnachinery, such as compres·
sors, atomizers.
• Static cherge producers.

• High-speed rotation.
• High-velocity, two·
phase fluid mixturss.
• High potential contacts.
• Sparks.

Metal surface app8llrs
etched. In thrust bearings,
sparks make tracks like an
electrical engraver.

• Cavitation Erosion
o Fluid Erosion

Removal of metal by
bubble implosion in II
cavitating liquid_

Hvdraulic parts,
pumps, valves,
geartaeth.
• Cylinder liners,
piston rings.
o Sliding bearings .

Sudden changes
pressure due to
in liquid velocity
sha pe or motion
parts'"

a

a

Corrosion

Fratting Corrosion
I

Electrocorrosion

o

o

Electrical Discharge

Cavitation Damagem

.. _Nom -Rtcognitic.n
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o

o

High wear, but 8 bright mirror finish.
• Wavy profile.

o

&. HydrauJlc FlUlds,- Lub~c8fjDn EflQ/lI.fBnI)R, 'February, 1987 Rep.rlnted Wlth

p.rmlss.ion.

in liquid
changes
or to
of

Clean frosted or roughappearing metal.
o Deep rough prts or grooves.
o

Symptoms
Mic
• Smooth microplatelus
lmong originll grinding
maRs.
o Slight coloration due to
fiIma.

Rough irregular 1UIfaca.
•Idhering
MeIIt fnIm
_IIIIfaN
to adttr
_.
o

feNby~""'or

microp

Pr,evention
Oil Analysis,
o

1-5 ppm wllr metals by

None.

Lubricant

None.

• Clean and assemble gearboxes in a

emission spectroscopy.
• Low " solids by IiIIrItion.
o Metal salts (oxides, lulfide., =Phatel,
Itc.lln
weir
gments by X-rey
diffraCtiOn.
Large metallic wear tragmtnII of !mg""" Jhlpec.

dedicated clean room, not a dl.lsly shop.
• Filter fresh oil as it is added to a

gearbox.
• ReduCI 100d, spHd Ind
1MIpt/'ltW'l.
·lmprOVl all cooling.

• Uae compltible metals.
• Appty .urfac. coatings
such IS phosph.ting.
• Modify surfac~ such IS
ion implantation .

In.1ysis.

• Clean furrows, buns.
chips.
• Embedded .bresive
particle ..
• In sliding baanngs with
soft overtay, embedded
particles cause poIiatIad

Mechanical

rings.

.Ifigh metal content in oil • Remove .brasive by
and high silicon (>10 ppm) improved .ir and oil filterby IIftIISion spectroscopy . ing. clean oil handlmg
practices, improved .. ala.
o High " aoIida by
filtration.
flushing rnd frequent oil
changas.
• Chips end burrs by fer·
rography.
• Increa .. hardneSl of
metal surfacll.

• Short V-shaped furrows
by scanning electron
microscopy.
o Embedded hard particles.

Elements of hlrd particle.
o Same a•• bove.
by emisaton spectrography.
• Reduc. im9act angle to
Chips and burrs by fe!TOg- lea than ISO.
raphy.

Featureless surface
exc.pt scratches at high
mlgnification by electron
microscopy.

Combination of fine metal
cDlTOSlonproducts and
fine abrasive by X-ray
diffraction.

• Combination of cracks
and pits with sherp
edges.
• Subsurface criCks by
Ill8tlHographic cross
s.ction. Numerous metal
inclusions.

• Particles of metal with
sharp adan.
• Metal spheres by llec!rOn microscopy.

SCIIe. film, pita contain·
ing corrosion products.
Dissolution of one pha58
in I 2-phale alloy.

None.

• U.. more viscous oil to
..parate lUmeN.
o U.. ".xtreme pr8S1ur."
IdditiYea. such I. I suifur-phosphorous or
borate compound.

Use oil frll of .brasive
particles.
o Use more viscous oil.
o

Sam ••••

bove.

• ChOOl8 less chamiclltv
Ictive additive.
• RIImDY8 corrosive
contaminlnt
• Ramove abrasive.

Detection of corrosion
products of worn metal.
• Detaction of anion8.
such es chlorine. by X-ray
fluore,cance.

• U.. more corrosion
resistant metel(not 8tainlelll.
• Reduca operating
mtnperature.
- EIiminItI corrosive
1IIItIIria1.

Remove corrosive mate·
rial such II too chemicalIy activa additives and
contaminata8.
• Use improved corrosion
inhibitor.
• Use fresh oil.

Ind.ntify metal oxide
~'i:'r
~'II by
X-rIY
ctlOn.

- ReduCI Dr stop vibration
by lighter fit or highlr
load.
-Improve lubrication
batween SUrfaCIS ~
ro,.h.r !then honl I
III CI finish.

• Use oil of Iowar viscosity.
• Relubricata fraquently.
• Usa oxidation inhibitors
in oil.

Corrosion pill. films, di.BOIutionof metal ..

• Detection of corrosion
products.
o EIe~Cllly
conductive
liqu' .

• D.ere .. a liquid vilacity
and velocity IIradients.
• U.. corrosion·rasistant
metals.
• Eliminate stray currants.
• U.. nongalvanic couples.

D.crllse or increl.1
electrical conductivity of
lubricants of hydraulic
fluids.

• Pits nelr edge of dem1ge.1hawIng once
molten ..... such I.
amooIh boltDms, rounded
particles, gas hoIea.
• Rounded JIIf1IcIes .... r
pill waIdacI til surfIIca.

Detection of larg.
rounded particles
by microscopic
examination of fiItreta
or in farrogrephy.

• Improve .I.ctrical
IlllUIation of belringS.
• DegeuSl magnetic
Plrts.
• lnata brushes on shift.
• Improve machine
grcutdiIg.

U.. oil of high'r electricil conductivity.

• Clean. III8IBIIk: bright

0IIserYIIi0n of large
chunb or spheres of
mellllil oils.

• Uae hard tough metals,

• Avoid low Vlpor prassura, aerated, WIt oil•.
• U.. noncorrosive Dils.

metal. pits.

at..,

• Removal
phuI from 2-phaI8
metal"-

• Reduc. vibration, flow

veIociIieI and pr8AUras.
- Avoid restric:tions and
obstructions to
flow.

of Gears, Parts

11-13, Feb, pp. U7-[21, Mar, pp. 181-1 85. Apr,
1990 or Gear TechnOlogy, Vol. 8,
Nos. 2, 3. 4, 1991. Mat/Apr,
pp.18-26,
May/June, pp. 18-22, July/Aug, 14-22.
3. Standard Nomenclature of Gear Tooth
Failure Modes. American Gear Manufacturers
Association,
Arlington,
VA. ANS]JAGMA
nO.04, Aug .. 1980.
4. GodLrey, D. "Clean, Dry Oil Prolongs Life
of Lubricated Machines,"
Lubrication Englneering,45,Jan,1989.pp.4-8.

Douglas 'Godfrey

is the principal in Wear

Analysis. a tribology consulting firm in San
Rafael, CA. He has over 50 years' e;rperience in'
lribology research arid study and is a well- known:
author and lecturer in the field.
Notes IOf Table 4

o

:8

such a. toolltHl.

539-564.
2. Errichello, It "Lubrication

pp, 230-237.

o

rough

I. Radovich. J.L. "Gears," Th« Handbook of
Lubrication, Theory and Practice of Tribology,
Vol. 2, Theory and Design. E. Richard Hooser.
ed, CRC Press, Boca Raton, Fl., 1984. pp.

1-4," Lubricalion Engineering. 46. Jan, pp.

• U.. clean. dry oil.
o Usa more viscous oil.
• U.. oil with higher pr.s:
.ure viscosity coefficient!·

[ee

This lcind of simple. basic practice
should greatly reduce the risk of lubricant contamination and consequent gear
wear and failure. 0
Rererences:

• Reduca contact pre.lUres Ind frequency of
cyclic str •••.
• Use high quality vacuum
m.1ted ItI8ls.
• U.. la .. abutiva lurface
flni.h.

Thick films of oxide of
matal. Red and black for
stael.

grinding grit, such as silicon carbide,
paint chips and fibers are ail frequently
found ill new gearboxes.

I - Mild .dhesion il I desirabll wear condition.
b - Scoring is not r.commended because it
impH.. I scratch or furrow cut by Ibramn.
c - emission spactroscopy usually misses Ilrgl
(> 5 micronl Wllr fragmlntl.
d -Inc reI sing mml hardn.ss does not raclUCI
.cuffing.
I - The most common wear problem.
f - Do not shot paan, baad or undblnt any sur·
face In I lubricated machine baclu88 abrative
clnnot raadily be ramoved cornplmtv.
g - Sandblastinll embeds sand in surfecas.
h - An exampl. of polishing combinatiOn In oil is
Ictive sulfur additive and ~~
ijaweler's rougel.
i-A new additive reduces promotion of contact
fatlllue by water; 80m. emame pressure addi·
tive, Ire suspacted of promoting cOntact fatigue.
i- RUil (hydrlted iron oxide Fe,o,H~1 is common corroaion product of ferrous mataL
k - Olmille on ona SUrfaCI II mirror l/llllge of
damallt on other.
1- Highly compounded Dill cln be eleC1nc11ly
conductive-or
llectrolyaS; phoephata 8ItIr
hydraulic fluid. ara conductive.
m - Not to be confuud willi p&II1p cavitation,
which is I differant phlflOlll8l'lOfL
n - Corrosion and abr'lMI in oIlIenNI. NY!tation dlmlge.
o - Grephite ph ... in ellt Iron IU8Ceptibil to
removll by cavitation.

III WIIIII v..11IiIL
If ycMf found this article of Interest and/or
..... pIaut ..
2M.

Far mare information about Wear Ane1ysis.
.......
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Spiral Cutter Sharpening Machine
NCG~125~205
Advanced, Fully Automatic, Multi-Purpese,
S·Axis CNC Grinding Machine
• FuU automatic cycle with automatic cutter
positioning device
• Power clamping for easy load/unload
• Easy setup mlnlmizes downtlme

• Also sharpens coniftex, helical pinion
and revacycle eutters
Ataka ,Group
Ata'ka Machinery Co., Ltd.
Ataka Engineering Co., Ltd.
Phone (81)-52·772·0690
!Fax. (81)·.52·772-0692
e·mail:ataka@mxb.meshnet.or.jp.
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we want towork with youl

The field-tested, PC user-friendly RC-400, has
quality. accuracy, small footprint, 3600 rotauonal
probe, and is affordable.
Basic package inspects space, lead and involute.
Many software options are available as well as CU5tom-designed packages.

Free Video Available

Roto Teehnology, Inc,
351 Fame Road, Dayton, OH 45449-2388
TEL: (513)

859-8503,

FAX: (513) 865-0656

wwwrototech.com
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PRO,DUCT NEWS
Welcome to our IProduct News pa,ge.Her,ewe, feature lIew p'roduc:ts of interest to,the gear and gear products
markets. To get more iinlo,rms,tion 'on these items .•please circle the Reader Servicel Number shown., Send your
new product re,l:eases t,o: ,Gea,rechno!ogy. 1401 Lunt Avenue" Elk GroveViI'Iage, IL 60001, f,ax; ,847-431-6618.

Improved High-To que Gearmotors
Bls on Gear

version

announce

lH'olrovdT0350E.Thread Grinder
range of helical forms from one-off pro-
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efficient

profile grinding
wheel
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profiling
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high-resolution
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bearing
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a rubber
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which adapt
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and contours.
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making

smoothing,
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Clrcl.e 304
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it ideal. for polishing,

dulling.

and deburring,
4

of flat surfaces

from

ranges are from 1]: l

5-stage versions.

finishing
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16 rpm. The unit are lifetime oil. lubri-

an inflatable
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up to 250% of their full-load
Gear

2206: I. and speeds
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shadow-free
speed

.. measure-
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cushion,

AC digital
ways, a 45kW

ment during production
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torque.

speed, electric surface finisher features

touch-screen

profile management
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changeover

job . It features

menu controls,

CNC

production

and and polish stainless

10

al peaks

a new way

introduces

parallel

Thi series has a gear-

box. measuring only 5" x 6.25" X 5.75",
yet they deliver torques up to 720 inlbs. They will now withstand occasion-

Electric Surface Finisher

c..S. Unitee

650

of its new Series

shaft gearmotors.

This new model is able to grind a

an enhanced

graining.

brushing

It can produce up 10 No.

Mill finishes,

Ci:rcle302

or setup.

Circle No. 300

'Chemica'i Deburring Process

liribology Tool
Computational

tool, the OilView

51 DV Digital Viscometer.
measurements

primary
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ing property.
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Systems

a new maintenance
on-site

Surface

ofa

It provides

of viscosity,

fluid'

51DV detects
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establishes lubricant viscosity for trending.
Cilrcle301
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a
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from cutting ...miU:ing, forging and mold-
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Cil'cie 303

in a single
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articulating

and itscemponents

suitcase,
five minutes.

[t

friendly and leaves parts

and suitable for immediate
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new
arm

portable. The

are

contained

and setup takes less
The arm is

orientation,

even
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down. Arm lengths range from a 4-ft
a 1O-ft. diameter
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Measurement options extend its reach
to 32 feet with no loss of accuracy.
The system comes with a color notebook computer and software featuring
graphic representation and on-screen
relational storage of measured or theoretical geometric features. It interfaces
to other popular CMM and engineering software and is Windows® 95compatible.
Circle3f1S

N'ew Preservatives
Esgard, Inc. introduces

the "P"
preservatives. These coatings are used in
preservation and packaging of metal
items such as gears, turbines, engines,
automotive parts, lubrication systems,
steam components and fill and drain
voids. They are qualified per MIL-C16173E. All are VOC-compLiant, easy to
remove and. safe.
Circle 306

T'URN YO"UR'
"HElInI.! GElR....
AROUN,D
WITH OUR

Collimating Magnifiers

ANALYZER®
ANALYZED RESULTS:
TOTAL COMPOSrTE VARIATION
tv1II.XIMUM TOOTH
COMPOSITE

1M"

TO

• ••

GEl Iuternattenal

COMPOSITE
GEAR'

1M"
1M"

"III" _ -....

TOOTH

VARIATION

TEST AADIUS

introduces the
ONS-O.l80 series of collimating magnifiers specifically designed to eliminate
parallax errors when viewing objects.
They are available with magnifying
powers of 7x and lOx, and they feature
flat-field, achromatic, color-corrected
lenses, which provide distortion-free
viewing. Applications include scientific
measurement using meters, scales, thermometers, etc., and most inspection
operations involving the visual measurement of an object. May be u ed in normal room light or on a lighttable or box.
Circle 307

YOUR

RED LI,NE R'NEVER

TOLD YOU THE COMPLETE STORY
NOW YOU WILL GET EVERY

DETAIL

P'C,-20 CGA®

Intsm aIlExternall Grinders

A Proven Design with Todays'
Technology

PROFILE ENGINEERING
I 00 River Street
Springfield, VI 05156
802-885-9'176
Fax 802-885-6559

CIRCLE 133 ·or call 1-81)O.34o-n60 x9133
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The NOVAMATlC internalgrinder
series handles parts with ODs from 10
to 200 mm, while the NOVAMAT]C
external grinder series has an OD range
from 10 to 350 mm. These machines
from Meccanica Nova offer straight'
spherical grinding through interpolation, quick changeover tooling. total!
machine accessibility for easy maintenance, machine enclosures to EEC standards for environment protection, CNC

_-----------IPRODUCTNEWS------------.
or P C controls. U.S. electrics, inprocess/po t-proce s gaging, part handling automation and multiple workholding/wheel dressing methods.
Circle 308

N'ew Design ot ~ine
Grinding IMachines,

The MicroLine AC-1200, AC-.J500
and AC·2000 machines from Peter
Wo ters of America are designed for
double-side, fine grinding, lapping and
polishing applications. They feature a
new sliding head wim a fixed pindle fur
superior upper wheel rigidity with
increased horsepower. They also have a

newly designed. enhanced pre 'sure control
ystem for more predictable COlli i ten· y in
output quality, Iower overall machine
height. AC servo motors to interface wilt!
automation and built-in diagnostics.
Cin:le In

Tell Us What YDtl11Iink. ••
If you found this article of interest end/or
useful, please circle 21&.

N10W
lUI HAVE
IER CHIOIC'E
INe,wCeramicAibrasives
The Norton CD. announces :its new
Targa- VH Bond product line of
advanced
ceramic
abrasives
for
demanding grinding jobs, particularly in
cylindrical and plunge centerless grinding. The products are available itl'll two
concentrauons:
50% (5TG) for difficult-to-grind materials, small contact
area and heavy tock remov,a]"and
30% (3TG) for ea y-to-grind materials,
large contact areas and light stock
removal. Grit sizes are 80/3,80/4, 12.0/3
and 120/4. Wheel dimensions include
>,16-24" OD up to 6" thick, >24-36"
OD up [0 4" thick and >36--42" OD up
to 3" thick.

A/VII Systems Co. announces that it is now a
manufacturing sou roe' of splral gear roughing
and finishing, cutte rs and bodies ..

CLrde309

We also can manulacture nBw,spiral

New IGaging liec.hnololY
KJy~S Industries, introduces new
optical technology for gaging the contour of a surface. This teclilnology can
generate up to one million datapoints
within one second to micrometer resolution. h mea me absorbed light and
can operate in the manufacturing environment because it is relatively insenitive to vibration, du t and ambient

cutter bodies in diameters
at present,

'of S" through, 112"

AfW can also supply !rOughingland finishing
cutters,. hardware and replacement
most 5'-12" diameter bodies.

parts lor

Whether It's service or manufacturing, consider us as an alternative source for repla.ce·
ment parts ,and hardware as well as bodies
and cutters.
V'ou'li be,'in for a pleasant surprise.

IN!EWIStralg'ht IBevel Cutters •.

Royai Oak, Michigan 48067
lei: (6,10.)544-3852· Fax: (810.) 544·3922

temperature.
ClmeJlO

CIRCLE 105 or call 1-800-340-1 1IIiOx9,105
SEPTEIMIHRIOCTO!HR'
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SERVICE
GEAR TOOTH
GRINDING SERVICES
.' Cost effecUve gear tooth grinding
specialists
.' Gear manufacmrers
are our only
'Customers
• Prototype !lind production qua,ntities
• Capacity to 21.5' P.O., 3.5, O. P.
• Abl'a to, match delivery to' your
requirements
• All service te AGMA standards with
Certified Gear Inspection Equipment
--

GIEAR INS!PiECTI;OIN!
UPGRAD,E
lif you ars not using the' latest IBM
compatible
"ussr-friendly"
IROTOSMARl
package
for your geaf
testers,
composite
testers,
lead
testers, f,adliners, and other inspection sys.tems, vcuneed us!
Wah this service, which meets
AGMA standards, you will have the
latest in gear technolog,y.

Gear Inspection

PRO-'GEAR COMPANY, INC.

Of

23 Dick Road Depew, NY 14043
Phone' (11611684-3811

System.

Ca'll1-BOO-875-ROTID
Fax. us at (5131865-0656,

Fax. 171'6) 684-7117

ROTO- TIiC'HNOLOGY. (NC.
35,1 Fame Road,.l)ayton,. OHI

CIRCLE 180 ,on READER ,REPLY 'CARD

CIRCLE 182 on READER REPLY CARD

SERVICE

LIMITEU
PARTNERSHIP'

For
Grinding, Sharpening
& Inspection

MODIFIED GEAR & SPLINE, INC ..
Serv ing the Gear Industry Since 1951
CUTTING ll00LS

Loves Park.1L 6 I132-2950
Phone (815) 877-8900
Fill( (815) 877-0264
CIRCLE 179 on' READER REPLY CA'RD

CIRCLE 116 on R.EADER REPLY CARD'

AIDS

INDEX PL·ATES

• Complete Manufacture
• Meet or Exceed OEM's Spec.
• Sizes Ranging to 20 inch Dia.

1351 Windsor Road. P.O. Box 2950

ILeCOUNT, Inc.
12 Dew,itt 0(V8'
Wh. ite,lIiver_J'cL_VT 05()01
lei: 1180011&42-6113
Fal!l-: (802)296-6843

COMPUTER

• HOB SHAltPENlNG

PFAUTER-MAAG

If your L,eCOUNT Expandi,ng
Mandrels halve been darnaqed
or are not within your required
specifica!tions, return them to'
us. We will repair or replace
them at a very reasonable cost

We can also supply a new RG-400

----

PFAUTER-MAAG
CUTTING TOOLS

Le,COUNT EXPA!NDIINiG
MAINDREL REIPAIR

18300 MT. ELUOrrr
DETROIT. M] 48234
TEL: (313) 893·35]1
FAX: (313) 893-6110
OIRCLE 178'Dn READER IREP,LY C.ARD

• Generated Gems
• Tool and Tool Paths
• Non-Generated Gears
• Involute Splines. Racks
• Inspection Calculations
• Animated Meshing
• Form Caleulations
• .DXF File Output

@~~~?w~
Because you asked for it!

800..437..2368
'CIFlClIEl84, on READER REPLY C.ARD

Rates----Line Classified: $3:;'per line. 8 lines per inch .. 280 minimum. Classified Display 0" min.): lX-$S6S. 3X-$S30, ,6X-$5OO_
Additional per inch: lX-$I90. 3X-$180. ,6X-$170. Gear Technology will settype to advertiser's layout or design a classified ad at
no exira charge. Payment: Full payment must accompany classified ads. Send check or VisalMasterCardlAmeric3J1 Ex.press number and
expiration dale 10 Gear Technology, P.O. Box 1426. Elk Grove ViIlage.lL60009. Agency Commission: No agency commi sion 011 classified ads. Materials Deadline: Ads mu t be received by the 2-5thof the month, two memhs prior to publication_ Acceptance: Publisher
'reserves the right to accept or reject classified advertisements at his discretion.
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HEAT TREATING
GEAR CUTTIING, TOOLS

Cont,our' lnduefion
Harden.ing Specialiists

DlAMETRAL & MODULE
-HOBS
• SHAPER CUTTERS

Spuf,.IJelical and .bevel gears
Our gear hardening eq:uipment

Induction HardenIng
T'ooth bV Toofh NATCO
Coreurizing
Carbonltriding
Stress Rel!levlng
Normalizing
Anneallng,
IBlcstilng ,&, Str,o,ightenlng
Metallurgica'i

"On the Shelf Inventory"

3 INAICO submerged
process machines and 4 AJAX
ICN,l:;'controlled gear scanning
machines, We can tool to meet
any production need. Gall for a
company brochure.
includes

1DP and finer
Made to AGMA standard
SPECIAL MADE TO ORDERTOOLI
.HQ8S

• SHAPER CUTTERS
- SHAVING CUTTERS
• FORM RELIEVED INVOLUTE
MILLING CUTTERS

American Metal Treating Company
1043 lEast 6.2nd Street

La'boro,tory

Cleveland, OH 44103
121161431-4492
Fax: ,121,6)43:1-1508

BAIUT INCI'ERNATlIONALCORPORATIONI
3384 COMMERCIAL AVE.

CIRCLE 174 on READER REPLV CA'RD

CIRCLE 175 on,IREADER: IREP,I.Y ,CARD

1~800-7S,..M!,EiRI,T
Fax: 715-621-2558

1

CIRCLE 1n on READEiR: IREP,I.Y ,(lARD

NORTHBROOK. IL USA 60062-1909

GEAR l\1ANUl<1\CTURING

AIRCRAn/AEROSPAC:E
MA'CIHIIINIE TOOl,

I

SPUR:- HEUCAL
INTERNAL - !EXTERNAl
TOI ,24" DIA.
OPEN HZ-300E TIIME

I

Std ..• Spur & Helical
Gears> Serrations
External' Sprockets
Sectors, ,t

CLARKE GEAR CO.

:llE

aka Clarke Engineering Inc.
Established

1954-

Phone (888) 2'17·GEA.B (4327)
.Fax (818) 767·5577
8058: Lankershim BI.vd.
orth Hollywood., A 9~605

IENGINIEERIN;G ICOMPA'NY
lB4LlI AIIIS:J1IN. T1RIlV; IMJ. 4BOB3:
IPIiIONE 810-689-19170111. FAX 81ID-689-D2811

CIRCLE. 1194,
on READER REPLY OMlD

CIRCLE 190 'on REA.IDER REPLY CARD

Duh!

NovlDec 'IS6'
Buyers Guide ...

PRECISION GEARS

• Metric or American
• Wonns & Worm
• Splines, Internal &
'. Clusters'

CURVIC® COUPUNGS:
TO 36," mA. " 3601 TEETH

IE,a .. -.

~o Ad verti8e in the

I

'Quality Service With Personal Attention
CNC GEAR SHAPING & HOBB[NG
CNC GEAR INSPECfION
HOFLER ZEISS ZP250
SPC CAPABILHIES
MEDIUM TO FINE PITCH
SIZE RANGE 1/8" TO 10" DIAMETER

GEARS, • SPLINES

FAX:847-272-8210

TEL: 847·272·8"28

Space aliens stopped at oureditorial offices onlheir way to blowing up the Whire House and
deliberately caused errors (0 appear in the Smith & Laskin article. "Noise Reduction in
Pia ric & Powder Metal Gear Sets." We regret ally inconvenience this may have caused.

Fig. 4 should appear as shown:
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The equation that appears in the middle of page 21 should read,
'¢lA

= ¢I- (57.3)2

2 (MIS)
------dB'" (E2 - Ej)tan cjl

SE'PTEMBERrOC'ToeER

,ij86
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ADDENDUM II.

_

The Bridges of Cook County
and Other Sagas
Gear Technology's bimonthly aberration - gear trivia, humor, weirdness and oddments for the edification and
amusement of our readers. Contributions are welcome.

D

D spite of being the "Second
City," Chicago has always culti-

vat~d a reputatjon~or bignes.s.
We re known for big talk, big
shoulders, big baskietball players-and
big gears. While not necessarily the
biggest in the world '(more about that
later), some Chicago gears .are among
the hardest working
Take, for example, eur bridruears.

pitch circle radius. It moves through an
arc of 78° 49'. It is driven by a 14-toolh
pillion or bull gear with a pitch diameter
of 31.", a root diameter of 28" and an
outside diameter of 36" ..Its pitch radius
is 15.5". Both the rack and pinion are
made of cast steel.
The reduction gears in the motor that
drives the system aren't wimpy either.
The pinion has J Sleeth and an outside
diameter of 17". Tile three gears have
59, 7 J and 125 teeth wilh outside diameters of 86", 73" and 50.8" respectively.
According to the blueprinls, the 'teeth all
"conform to the Brown & Sharpe, stan-
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dard, 14.5° involute, except that the
pitch line thickness of the tooth shall be
0.49 times the circular pitch to provide
backlash, n (Our thanks to Stan
Kaderbek of the City of Chicago Dept.
of Transportation
for sharing
insights and his blueprints.)

r. Perris~sWheel
Some Chicago gears work hard at
providing good times. The Ferris wheel,
named after its builder. O.W.O. Ferris.
was introduced here at the 1893 World
Columbian Exposition. The original
wheel was driven by a series of gear
plates filtea around .the rim. The teeth
on the plates fitted into a pair of endless
chains at the base of the wheel, rather 011
the same principle as the bicycle.
The original Ferris wheel is
gone, but i1 has been reincarnated down
at Navy Pier. This big wheel is 150' high
and 139' in diameter. U is driven by a

"Wtll

(JJ

.it turns .(IId,the Miry it! the

company raJJle' is none other Ihan old'
Edsy d(}fJ)71 in auo.unting ."

DC drive consisting of eight syncbronized motors.
Michael Emerson of VOA Assoelates, the pier's architects, points oat
that the Ferris wheel can be viewed as
a giant toothless gear set. The eight
motors drive eight balloon wheels
(think giant rubber tire ), which meet
the outer diameter of the wheel and

And Big Gea~ IFromDown Under
The World's Bigge t Gear Saga,
cont'd. Addendum has received a fax
from Mr. Peter Mayo of :]'oronto.
N.S.W.. Australia . He tells us .that the
ccmpany Bnvirotech has designed and
installed a 92 meter (302') diameter
"red-mud" tailings thickener in Western Australia, Around the perimeter of
the lank is a series of toothed racks
which form at. circle of 93 meters (305').
The rack forms the final drive for tile
thickener stirring device.
Mr. Mayo also raises an interesting
philosophical
question. Since neither
this thickener rack nor the Bucyrus-Erie
drag line rack mentioned in our last
issue move, we they "real" gears? Or
should thai. name be reserved for gear
that rotate? If so, what. do we call these
big rack. drivers? And what are "real"
gears anyway? Real as opposed to
what? Unreal? Fake?
Anyone ready to take on the metaphy ics of gears? Addendum is up for it
if YOIl! are. 0

n. Addendometer:

If you've read this
far on the page and enjoyed it. please
circle Z25.

pPocess
._tion
There's more than one way to finish
spur and helical gears, Based on
your quality and noise requirements,
and your cost objectives, we'll help
you zero in on the best process
combination, matching our
advanced GNG shaving, grinding,
andJor honing machines with our
PHOENIX· hobbing technology.

SEPTEMlIE!!4

• 1'. 1996

Honing can also be added to
enhance shaving or grinding to
meet today's stricter quality and
noJse requirements. We can help
you analyze your current methods
to determine if honing can be
productively applied.

Reduclngi

Whether the solution
invotves hobbing, shaving,
grinding or honing ...or any
combination..we have the
proven technology, and
we back it with Gleason's
worldwide training and service
support.

ProcBl1

How 11001....
______
.,,1 C~an

SlIPS

The quality enhancement and
cost -saving possibilities of today's
eNG honing are worth exploring.
Honing is a hard finishing process
that utilizes a honing tool in the form
of an internal gear to improve tooth
geometry and surface texture of
hardened gears,

In some
cases,a
Hob/Heat Treat/ Hone sequence
can eliminate a previously-required
shaving operation while improving
quality. Depending on stock removal
and quality requirements, honing, can
potentially replaoe grinding, with
significant cost savings per gear.

, pPOve
~
QualltJ and IRedueel COlt

CHIC}OOO -

The Gleason-Hurth ZH 250 GNG
Honing Machine combines easy-tounderstand operating software with
complete eNC process control,
All operating aspects are fully automatic, Integrated part load/unload
automation is optional.

GEAR PAVILION

IBOOTIH #7170

The Gleason Works, 1000 University Ave., Rochester, NY 14692
7161473-1000 Fax: 7161461-4348

Call 1-800-643-2770 or your
Gleason regional sales manafl9r,
The answer is -Yes,'

